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A Scene from “Come Out of the Kitchen,” a Paramount Production starring Nancy Carroll with Stanley Smith

those those lips - -!

Every thrilling curve of her hody is alive

with life . . . light fills her eyes, dances on

her lips—good photography plus National

Photographic Carbons ! These carbons give

the cameraman a chance to reach behind

his shoulders and pat himself on the back.

National White Flame Photographic Car-

bons (hard-arc) are actinically identical

with June sunlight. They give you romantic

moon effects that set audiences’ hearts to

thumping. Clear, sharp shadows with long

fingers of light! And the soft orange light

struck from National Panchromatic Car-

bons (soft-arc) makes dark eyes more

bewitching . . . allows the baby star to be

photographed in all her peaches and cream

bloom of youth—and what’s more—puts

it across in the film!

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Vnit of Lnion Carbide j and Carbon Corporation

Branch Sales Offices: New York, N. Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Chicago, 111. Birmingham, Ala. San Francisco, Calif.

National Photographic Carhons
White Flame and Panchromatic
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SIGNIFICANT
Of course it’s significant that out of

T€N PICTUR€S that the Film Daily

poll of 400 critics selected as the best

produced in 1929, EIGHT of them

were made with I N K I E S IS sig-

nificant of the clear sharp illumination

that INKIES give to the deepest

set. It is significant of the SILENT

brilliance directors need to make nota-

ble productions. It is significant of

the experience the industry has had

in reducing production COSTS with

INKI€S. . . and it signifies too, that

the man who isn’t familiar with Mole-

Richardson Products is overlooking a

bet. Each product is an—

ACHIEVEMENT!

MOLE- RICH ARCt/ON inc
yruDio lighting equipment

N. J'YCAMORE AVENUE HOLLYWOOD, CAUFORNIA
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still by Roy Johnson

HELEN TWELVETREES and FRED SCOTT
in

“THE GRAND PARADE”
David Abel, A.S.C., Cameraman : Walter Herrmann, Make-up Artist

A PATHE PRODUCTION

Max Factor’s Make-up
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MAX FACTOR MAKE-UP STUDIOS
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• On Location in California Photo by Clifton L. Kling •
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T^heFalueOF"Photographic Gaining

To A Motion Picture P)irector
Does Experience Behind the Camera Give a Quality That Makes a

Man Better Fitted to Direct Pictures?

By Hal Hall

D espite the fact that a motion picture director meets

with probably more grief than any other man con-

nected with the motion picture business, his position

seems to be the one which most men aim to reach in the

profession of the cinema. To become a director is the secret

ambition, I venture to say, of probably seventy-five per cent of

the men who are in the game.

Just why men want to become motion picture directors is

a question that is difficult to answer. Mayhap it is because of

the human desire to have power: perhaps a craving on the

part of mankind to create. At any rate, most men in pictures

have the wish to become a director. Few reach that goal.

Few make good when they have the chance. Sometimes studio

politics are responsible for their failure. But most of the time

it is really lack of ability and fitness for the job. Only a

few men are fitted to be good directors. Just as only a few

men are fitted to be great writers or plumbers or band masters.

None has, as yet, satisfactorily explained the process by

which studio officials select a man who is to be elevated to the

position of a director. There seems to be no hard and fast

set of rules. And, judging from some pictures one sees, there

has been but little thought applied in the choosing of a man

for the job. Some people say you have to be a relative of

someone else: but that is a bit rough. This writer knows a

number of good directors who are related to none in the pic-

ture business.

It does seem, however, that studio executives might do well

to give a little more serious consideration to the men who
photograph their pictures when they are thinking of breaking

in new men as directors. In the past few years many new

faces have appeared in directorial capacity, recruited from the

ranks of the writers. Some have made good: many have been

dismal failures as directors and have gone back to writing, at

which they are successful.

In the humble opinion of this writer, a cinematographer, if

he has education and proper background, is excellent directorial

material. There is not a directorial trick of the trade with

which he is not familiar. As a matter of fact, many a director

has his cameraman to thank for saving a picture, or adding

something that has made it outstanding. A good director will

listen to his cameraman: ask his advice: take his suggestions:

and then he will give the cameraman due credit for what he

has done.

Most of the high grade cinematographers in Hollywood have

worked with perhaps a score of different directors. They have

had the opportunity to study the methods of each. They have

from year to year been gaining information that a new director

would give a year’s salary to know when he starts on his first

assignment. At the moment this writer could name nearly a

score of cinematographers in Hollywood who are ripe for

directorial positions. But I venture to say that a very, very

few will reach that position. Just why. is a question I cannot

answer.

The average cameraman is a highly intelligent gentleman

with excellent education and many years of experience. These

men have learned from the mistakes of many directors what to

avoid. This experience, coupled with their knowledge of pho-

tography, should make of them excellent material for a direc-

torial kind.

In past years a few cameramen have been made directors: and

if my memory serves me right they have all succeeded. Irvin

Willat, Phil Rosen, Bert Glennon, Roy Pomeroy and Victor

Fleming, these are just a few of them: and none have flopped

as directors.

All of these men will tell you that their experience behind

the camera has been an invaluable help to them in the making

of their pictures. They have a certain pictorial sense that the

ordinary man cannot be expected to have. They cannot be

fooled, if they happen to have a cameraman who is not doing

just the right thing. They are not at the mercy of the me*

behind the cameras on their sets: and they can save thousand€

of dollars for their studios by knowing the many camera tricks

of the trade which are short cuts to successful picture making.

‘‘A series of motion pictures,” says Director Pomeroy in

speaking of the value of photographic training to a director,

“projected on a screen is the ultimate result of all^ the talent,

time and effort expended in the production of a motion picture.

If the photograph does not adequately convey the exact inten-

tion of the director the production may lose the entire charm

and sense of sponteneity by reason of inadequate portrayal of

character and scene.

“It is absurd to imagine that an audience can superimpose

on an incorrectly photographed scene the emotions and ideas

visualized by the director. A director is entirely dependent

upon his cameraman. This dependence can be carried to too great

a degree if the director is unfamiliar with the simple rules of

photography.
“Direction of a photoplay is analogous to the painting of a

picture. The first thing taught the artist is the use of the

tools and media of his craft. In order for the artist to convey

his visions and dreams to canvas he must first know the limita-

tions and possibilities of his medium. A director who under-

stands the immense, dramatic possibilities of lighting a com-

position would undoubtedly have a greater opportunity for

expression than one who is limited by the degree of expert-

ness of his cameraman.

“I do not feel that it is necessary for a director to have

such a fund of cinematographic knowledge as to be able to

photograph his own picture, but I do feel that with an ade-

quate cinematographic training he would be in a better position

to explain to his cameraman what he wanted, and be better

fitted to handle the directorial reins. If he knows his cinema-

tography, should make them excellent material of a direc-

infinitely better suited for the position than a man who is

totally ignorant of cinematography. That stands to reasc>n.

Mood, psychology, feeling, all can be expressed photographic-

ally, and a director who knows how to do it is certainly bet-

ter than one who has to pray that his cameraman gets his idea.”

Pomeroy was a cinematographer before he became a director.

And he is a cinematographer who did not fail when given his

chance.

The matter of dollars and cents also plays an important part

in the making of pictures—a very important part. Most

cinematographers can cut expense where directorial recruits from

other sources would never dream of it. Only the other day

this writer had occasion to be in a studio and saw a camera-

man cut down the cost of production by a suggestion that

had not been thought of by the director, who is a skilled man

of many years’ experience. And that cinematographer is a

college graduate who has as keen a knowledge of dramatic

values as any director in the business, together with the prac-

(Continued on Page 36)
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"Progress and .Lighting Equipment
A Practical Cameraman Speaks His Mind About Lighting Equipment

By Victor Milner, A. S. C.

T he entire history of the motion
picture, from its humble beginnings

to its present awe-inspiring magni-
tude, has been a continued chronicle of

progress, of technical and artistic improve-
ment. From the time when Edison handed
his assistants the first sample of George
Eastman’s Celluloid film and exclaimed,

“We’ve got it: now work like Hell!’’ to

the directorial cries of “Camera! Ac-
tion!’’ echoing on scores of great studio

sets this very morning, the film industry’s
unvarying watchword has been. “For-
ward!”

Those of us who have watched the de-

velopments of the past two years, who
have seen the industry change from silent

to talking picture production without fal-

tering in its stride, know that this pro-
gressive spirit is so deeply ingrained in the
minds and lives of the personnel of pro-
duction that it is a connate part of the
industry’s every ramification. We have
had definite, concrete proof of that pro-
gressive spirit in our daily work; mayhap, even been able to
aid in the progress ourselves. We know that by our efforts

and by those of our co-workers, the industry has moved for-
ward again.

Those of us whose good fortune it has been to have been
a part of the industry for a longer period of time have even
greater proof of this, for we have seen it grow from a mere
miscegenate novelty to the greatest art-industry of all time.
We have seen the art grow from that of the nickelodeon “chase”
films to that of The Patriot and The Love Parade; we have
seen the theatres grow from the penny-arcades of the back-
alleys to the Roxys and Paramounts of the world’s Broadways;
we have seen the studios grow from converted cowbarns to vast
cities: we have seen the business grow from a disreputable
“game” to a giant industry. We have seen and participated in
the most inspiring social and economic phenomenon of the
century.

Furthermore, those of us who have during this period been
behind the industry’s cameras have seen equal advances in
almost every particular of our craft. We have seen produc-
tion methods change from a happy-go-lucky hit-and-miss
proposition to an exact science. We have seen cinematography
change from a mechanical task to a highly developed and
recognized art. We have seen amazing improvements in our
methods, and in the tools with which we work. We have seen
cameras change from the primitive Edison and Pathe “boxes”
to the superb instruments now used in making sound pictures.
We have watched cinematographic lenses grow from rather
nondescript objectives of small aperture to perfect optical crea-
tions working at such incredible openings as F;1.5 and even
F:0.99. We have seen the sensitive film evoh'e from the slow
and grainy emulsions of yesteryear—emulsions which were not
even as color-sensitive or gradationally balanced as today’s
positive stock—to the wonderful panchromatic materials now
available. We have seen laboratory procedure stabilize itself

from the old, slipshod method of dropping a rack of film into
the handiest tank of “soup” and leaving it there until the
assistant thought it might be developed, to the almost infalli-
ble process of modern machine development: but what about
the greatest essential of all interior cinematography—lighting?
To the casual eye, it would seem that the lighting, too, has

undergone its share of improvement. At any rate, even the
rankest layman cannot fail to observe the vastly better visual
quality of modern studio cinematography as contrasted with

that of the past. But can all of this im-
provement be credited to better lights and
lighting?

I do not believe so.

In the first place, a great deal of the
improvement is unquestionably due to the
tremendous improvements made in the
sensitive materials. No one can deny that
one of the greatest increases in the actual

photographic beauty came with the intro-
duction of the panchromatic emulsion.
The actual styles of photography and
lighting were unchanged, but the more
sensitive emulsion was able to make fuller

use of the light reflected from the subjects,

and gave unquestionably better results.

Then, secondly comes the fact that we
now have artists of recognized ability

directing the design and arrangement of the

sets. In the old days, it will be remem-
bered that the sets consisted chiefly of
painted canvas frames, and were usually

designed by the chief carpenter, or some
other equally important functionary. Now, undoubtedly, then
as now, many an artistic heart beat beneath a pair of over-

alls, but artistic yearnings are rarely a satisfactory substitute for
thorough training in the principles of art and architecture. It

is notable that with the advent of really competent architects

as art-directors, the quality of production cinematography also

improved. That there was any artistic merit in the photography
before this step was taken, and after, until the art-directors

learned to work in intelligent cooperation with the cinematog-
raphers, is a genuine miracle, and reflects the greatest credit upon
the artistic endowments and perseverance of the men behind the

cameras.

Lastly, but of the greatest importance, is the fact that the

cinematographers have of late learned to use what lighting

equipment there was at hand to the best possible advantage.
This writer’s earliest adventure into dramatic cinematography
was in 1912. at the old Fort Lee Studios, in New Jersey.

Those were still the days of the painted canvas set. The
cameraman had hardly anything to do with the design of his

sets, and nothing to do with the matter of lighting them, for

the artificial lighting was literally a fixed proposition. The
lighting arrangements usually consisted of a series of Aristo
lamps, which resembled the arcs used in lighting small-town
streets. They were protected by cylinder-shaped glass bells,

and were suspended from above the set in fixed units—usually
in rows of six. The sets were built to conform with the lights—directly underneath the immovable lighting units, as over-
head trolleys were then quite unknown. The floor lights were
banks of Cooper-Hewitt mercury-vapor tubes, and a few big
Wohl twin-arcs—big as a large piano, and weighing a ton
apiece. It was known that a certain amount of light was re-

quired on a set in order to insure an adequate exposure:
accordingly, that amount of light was thrown onto the set

with little or no thought of how it fell. After all. the chief

objective was to get a moving picture onto the screen; lighting

and composition didn’t count—even if anybody had thought
about them then.

By 1916 or 1917, however, studio lighting was beginning
to receive serious consideration. Here and there a cinematog-
rapher was teaching himself to use his lights for mood and
effect: and by that time he had better lights to work with.
There were the big sun-arcs, the twin-arc broadsides, tht

various-sized spotlights, and the perennial Cooper-Hewitt
vapor tubes all exactly identical with the equipment now in

Victor Milner, A. S. C.
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use. True, there was no sign of the incandescent lights now
in such general use, but, reduced to their essentials, the inkies

do not represent any new development in illuminating equip-

ment design. They are an outgrowth of the development of

panchromatic materials, and—more than anything else—of the

sudden coming of sound films. Examined closely, even the

latest incandescent equipment is nothing more nor less than

the time-honored arc mountings altered to permit the use of

an incandescent-filament globe in place of a carbon arc.

Furthermore, now that the electrical engineers have found ways

to eliminate the humming note of the arc, these, too, are

quickly reappearing on the sound stages of most studios. Thus,

save for the admittedly important addition of the frequently

desirable “soft” light of the Mazda to the cameraman’s lucif-

erous equipment, there has been no change in studio lighting

apparatus since before the war.

This claim may seem to be contradicted by the vastly

improved quality of the photography of modern films. But,

when we examine the situation carefully, we must inevitably

come to realize that it is true; the improvement has been in

the use of the existing apparatus, rather than in the apparatus

itself; exactly the opposite to the course of events in every

other line. And no one can truthfully say that the lighting

equipment of fifteen years ago had reached perfection.

In the mean-time, sets have grown constantly larger, and
with this, and the ever increasing use of color photography, the

need for additional intensity of light has increased by leaps

and bounds. Yet, since we have had only the more or less

antiquated apparatus of past years, the only way to meet this

demand has been to increase the number of units on the set.

This multiplication has gone on to such an extent that today

most sets are literally surrounded with a forest of iron lamp-
stands, and the scaffolding at the set-tops is hard-pressed to

accommodate the myriad spots and projectors required to take

care of the back and overhead lighting that now forms so

an important a part of artistic set illumination.

One need only visit a modern set to verify this. It does

not take an expert technician to appreciate the far-reaching

results of such a condition. Anyone can appreciate its psy-

chological effect on the actors, directors, and such people, and
the physical inconvenience it causes the carpenters, property-

men, and such artisans in the performance of their duties.

Technicians can appreciate the trouble and loss of efficiency it

inflicts upon the cinematographers, electricians, and sound men.
One does not need to be a recording engineer to realize the

added burden that the maze of iron pipestems and large metallic

reflecting surfaces must put upon the microphone-placers and

mixers. One need only think a little to imagine the added

work it gives the electricians responsible for handling such a

great number of bulky units and their inseparable maze of

cables. And as for the added complication of the First Cine-

matographer’s task, words utterly fail!

In the old days, with but one or two cameras, and a scant

half-dozen or so lighting . units, the task was easy. Moving or

“killing” one or two units made a definitely apparent change

in the lighting: it made fine distinctions in lighting and mod-
elling effects possible. But, today, with the number of units

multiplied twenty-fold, the task of the successful Director of

Cinematography is a colossal thing. And when you add to it

the problem of arranging this maze of lighting so that it is

suitable for anywhere from five to fifteen cameras, all shooting

the same scene from different angles, at the same time, the

business of artistically lighting a set is comparable to attempt-

ing to make a water-color painting with a house-painter’s

biggest brush, and at the same time retain the delicate shading

of the aquarelle. Perhaps it can be done, but experience has

proven that the artist’s tiny brush is more effective. Simi-

larly, with such a maze of individual lighting units (quite

apart from the multiple camera problem), the cinematographer

soon finds his delicate lighting effects lost in a maze of “silks”

and “frosts” and “jellos” and “gobos”, against which his

artistic skill must strive blindly to oroduce the delicate effects

he wants.

When you add to this the fact that in modern production a

cinematographer is constantly faced with an overhead mount-
ing up at the rate of many hundred dollars a minute, you can

begin to appreciate the serious hindrance that this multiplicity

of lighting units is to the conscientious cinematographer. While
this is no place to comment upon the hectic struggle for

speedy production now so general here in Hollywood, it cannot

be overlooked that, since it exists, this complication of lighting

troubles must be costing the producers a handsome sum. From
my own experience. I can definitely state that, of the delays

in production chargeable to the camera departments, this

unnecessary complication of lighting units is responsible for

not less than 50%. Any cinematographer, supervisor, or

assistant director can tell you the dollars-and-cents answer to

that

!

Now, I do not say this in unthinking, destructive criticism;

on the contrary, it is offered for the betterment of all con-

cerned. For the need exists, and will continue to exist, until

(Continued on Page 20)

An excellent illustration showing the maze of lighting equipment needed to light two people and
a small set
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No, this is not a photograph of actual German troops, but is a scene from Universal’s “All

Quiet on the Western Front,” photographed by Arthur Edeson, A. S. C.

The World War brought to the screen by Universal in its picture “All Quiet on the Western Front,”

^ photographed by Arthur Edeson, A. S. C.
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Quiet on the JFestern Front
The Greatest Human Document of the War Comes to the Screen

By Loretta K. Dean

T he thunder of the guns swells to a single, heavy

roar and then breaks up again into separate explosions.

The dry bursts of the machine guns rattle. Above, the air

teems with the invisible movement, with howls, pipings, hisses

on every yard a dead ntan . . .

“Bombardment”, says Kat.

So. Erich Remarque wrote in his magnificent book.

And down near Balboa where Universal photographed the

battle scenes for this great story, "All Quiet On the Western

Front”, ....
The thunder of guns shook the earth . . . lines of

soldiers picked their way across shell-pocked ground amid
bursting grenades and bursting shells ... a bayonet flashed

. . . a ring of steel ... a scream . . . then onward

. . . slowly, almost painstakingly ... A little group of

mud-covered men crawled over a knoll . . . ten seconds later

a terrific explosion and the knoll was a yawning hole . . .

A few feet away and another blinding explosion . . . men
dropped to the ground . . . burrowed their faces in the dirt

like rabbits . . .

"My God, that fellow is lying right on the biggest charge

of dynamite”, the speaker, sitting at what looked like a huge
keyboard, pulled his finger back with a jerk as he was about

to push a button which would have blown the unsuspecting

soldier to Eternity. Practiced eye gazed across the battle-

field . . . another button was pushed . . . another blind-

ing explosion and another yawning hole only a few yards

from a group of soldiers who were buried with the earth

spewed up by the exploding dynamite.
Twenty acres of land turned into a perfect replica of the

battlefield at the height of the war. A thousand men strug-

gling as they struggled then. Barbed wire, rusted and tangled;

bits of torn uniform caught here and there—men had died

there . . . that is evident. Mud puddles of dirty

water. Dead and dying men sprawled about in grotesque posi-

tions. Some men sombre, others laughing in the face of death.

Realistic ... so much so as to make you turn away at

times thinking perhaps the genius at the dynamite keyboard
had made an error.

And . . . scattered about in spots that gave the best

results were the cameras and cameramen. Shells flew close

overhead, screaming by like messengers from Hell. But the

cameramen didn’t seem to notice them. Didn’t seem to notice

the clouds of dirt that sometimes showered down about them.

These cameramen are really remarkable chaps. They talk

little; get little credit; but what genius is theirs! What would
such scenes as those mentioned above amount to without their

cleverness! Just a lot of noise and wasted effort.

While the cannons roared and shells flew and dynamite
exploded, a quiet-mannered man stood near Director Lewis
Milestone. He seemed at the moment unconcerned. But a

short time before, when the preparations were being made for

the great scene that was being filmed, this man was a bundle
of action. He was here, there, everywhere, and it was his

judgment which decided that a camera would be here, another
there, another in this place, another in that. This man was
Arthur Edeson. A. S. C., director of Cinematography on the

picture; a master cameraman of long experience.

Making the battle scenes of this picture was really a

remarkable piece of work. War pictures have been done so

well that whenever a producer decides to make one he is imme-
diately faced with something mighty big to shoot at. Each
picture simply must be better than the one before—otherwise

it is a failure.

So Universal had a big job ahead when they decided to

start this great war story. Weeks were spent in preparing the

ground for the battlefield. And when it was finished it looked
as though someone had transplanted a section of th.tt Western
Front to California. Experts, men who had been "over there”,

planned it. German guns were brought across the Atlantic and
then across the Continent just for the picture. Trenches were
dug and the twenty acres were mined and planted with dyna-
mite. This alone was a stupendous task. Fine wires led from
every charge to the big switchboard back of the lines. Every
charge meant certain death to perhaps a score of men if the

man at the switchboard made a mistake.

So. days were spent in rehearsing. The men were sent

forward in waves. They were told exactly where to stop at

certain counts, and who was to die and where and when they
were to fall.

"You drop dead here”, explained an assistant director.

"You drop over there . . . and you. here, crouch dowm
here and the blast will . . .

.”

And then the battle was begun. Back at the switchboard
the operator sat quiet and unruffled. Suddenly he would reach

out and press a button. There would be an explosion and
earth would fly behind a group of men. A mistake of two

(Continued on Page 36)

One of the Battle Scenes in "All Quiet on the Western Front”
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ShouldfouND "Be “6asy To Listen To
Sound Advice on Sound to Theatre Owners

By S. K. Wolf
Theatre Acoustics Engineer, Electrical Research Products, Inc.

There is a great deal more to this matter of sound than
simply making a program understood. Public psychology
demands that it be “easy to listen to.” We can discuss this

subject in terms readily understood by everyone, namely per-

centages. A theatre can be rated in the percentage of intelligi-

bility of speech, which is the index of “how easy to listen to”
the patrons find sound in that theatre.

Telephone engineers have found that a good measure of the

efficiency of a transmission system is in the percentage of dis-

connected, meaningless syllables that can be understood through
it. This is called an articulation test.

An articulation test of normal speech direct from speaker to

listener under perfect conditions gives 96 %. If there is any
doubt in your mind that speech cannot be transmitted 100%
under ideal conditions, try this simple test. Ask your listener

to close his eyes so that he may not read your lips.

Then you say the following words once each—map, nat,

mack, nap, mat and nack, and ask him to write them down as

you say them. Providing you do not unduly emphasize the

final consonant of these words, you will find that one or more
of them have not been understood. This gives you an idea of the

difficulties encountered in speech transmission.

The loudness with which sound equipment is operated is an
appreciable factor in the intelligibility of the resulting sound.
There is a fairly broad range of volume about equivalent to

the volume used in average conversation, for which there is no
depreciation in intelligibility. However, as tests have shown, if

the loudness is somewhat greater or somewhat less than the

conversational loudness, we can expect a reduction of articula-

tion of one to five per cent.

Another factor influencing the intelligibility of speech is the
amount of extraneous noise present. Audience noise is of two
kinds. The first includes whispering, coughing, laughing, rat-

tling of programs, etc., and is not controllable by the Exhibitor.
The other, scuffling of feet on concrete floors, is controllable
and eliminated with the use of carpet. Further noise is often
introduced into a theatre by and through the heating and venti-
lating systems, and street noises sometimes enter through this

channel. This, too, is controllable. Tests have shown that if

the aggregate noise is 20% as loud as the sound, the articula-

tion will be reduced 10%.
Excessive reverberation is still another factor tending toward

decreasing the articulation in the theatre. If, in any given
theatre, the reverberation exceeds by two seconds a certain
optimum value a reduction of 10% in the articulation results.

It can be readily seen that this condition is often encountered
in houses not properly treated acoustically when the audience
present is small.

There are tw’o more factors to be considered before we can
round out our estimate of the probable articulation of the theatre
and these are the percentage reduction necessary on account of
the recording and on account of the reproducing system. Since
the articulation rating for speech under the best conditions from
the original sound source is only 96%, let us assume that the
best possible recording and reproducing would be 95% each,
or a reduction factor of 5 % each.

To sum up these reduction factors and to get an idea of how
a theatre would rate under the conditions that I have outlined
above, we get the following:
Percentage articulation of original speech under perfect

conditions 96
Percentage reduction due to incorrect loudness 5
Percentage reduction due to extraneous noise in theatre. 10
Percentage reduction due to reverberation 10
Percentage reduction due to recording 5

Percentage reduction due to reproducing 5
* Controllable by exhibiter.

Applying the above listed reductions to the original 96% in

the regular commercial method of applying discounts, we find

the resultant percentage articulation to be 67%.
Extensive tests by Dr. Fletcher, of the Bell Laboratories, have

enabled him to draw a curve showing the relation between the

percentage articulation of meaningless syllables and the resultant

conversational efficiency in which the listener has the aid of

context of the sentences in which the syllables are found. From
this curve we find that in a theatre having an articulation rating

of 67%, the conversational efficiency would be 90%. This
means that the patrons would miss about 10% of what was
going on, which would keep them under a continuous strain to

try to make it out. This strain is perhaps not conscious but

does interfere with the ease and comfort of the audience.

Loudness of operation, extraneous noise, and reverberation in

the theatre are controllable by the exhibitor in ways described

above.

In addition to these measurable factors there is another that

has an appreciable place in show psychology, illusion. The sound
must appear to come from the picture and yet the listener must
be allowed to feel that he is in the same room with the speaker.

With present day recording the areas around and immediately in

back of the horns should be sound reflecting, which allows the

“room tone” of the recording to become associated with the

“room tone” in front of the theatre so that the listener uncon-
sciously feels that he is in the same room with the speaker.

With so many factors bearing upon the net result, each pre-

senting its reduction factor, however small, it behooves the

exhibitor who wishes to preserve and increase his success, to see

that all reduction factors within his control are kept to the

absolute minimum.
The best possible equipment obtainable, properly operated in

a theatre that is acoustically correct and free from extraneous

noise, is the only possible answer to “easy listening” and in-

creasing receipts.

Believes 65 M. M. Film Will Be Adopted
CONVINCED that 65 m. m. film is certain of adoption for

wide screen pictures, Colorcraft is ordering equipment for its

new laboratory to conform to this size, according to William
Hoyt Peck, vice-president of the company. This equipment will

be installed in a new laboratory to be constructed at 3614 35th
Street, Long Island City.

It is expected that the labofatory will be completed about
April 1, but camera equipment and improved machinery will

be ready for installation about March 15, states Peck, who on
Saturday said:

“We will be prepared to meet the demands and requirements
of the industry on a third dimensional basis no doubt this year.

I am not at liberty to disclose the plans we have in mind for
stereoscopic improvements which we are taking step by step in

our present procedure. The engineering brains of the industry
are to be complimented on the rapid advancement of intricate

work. It is my belief that a wide film in color with a ‘lifelike

naturalness’ and sound will be the ultimate of the ‘picture beau-
tiful’ by the end of 1930. Stereoscopacy will be attained a bit

later. There will be an appreciable increase in rentals for the

producer and distributor on films which are produced in sound
where their stars appear with a ‘lifelike naturalness’ together
with a uniformity of prints carrying tints, hues and shades and
true color accuracies, and as we are prepared to do this on a

commercial basis we have but one further goal to attain and
that is the stereoscopic picture.”

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual
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Silencing 'Devices o^nalyzed
Committee Working Toward Standard Camera Silencing Device Gives First Report

ADETAILED analysis of the effi-

ciency of sixteen different camera

silencing devices used in the re-

cording of talking pictures, is embodied
in a report just announced by Irving

Thalberg, chairman of the Producers-

Technicians Joint Committee of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

The analysis is the result of tests

conducted to ascertain features to be in-

corported in a standard and simplified

camera silencing device. Further investi-

gation is now being arranged.

The research is under the direction of

a sub-committee, composed of H. G.
Knox, vice-president. Electrical Research

Products, Inc., and F. M. Sammis,
general Pacific Coast representative for

RCA Photophone, Inc.

Sound booths large enough to hold
both camera and cinematographer were
not included in the tests which were
limited to “blimps,” “bungalows” and
camera blankets. The research, it is

stated, is not aimed at an attempt for camera re-design, but is

concerned only with making possible the creation of a silencing

device of maximum efficiency.

Among preliminary recommendations are;

Motors should be mounted as an integral part of the camera

so that any external silencing device will be effective for both.

Devices for coupling the motors to the cameras, including

cables and gears, should be improved to provide more quiet

operation.

The type of tripod used does not seem to have much effect

on the noise. On the basis of these preliminary results, the use

of a heavy steel tripod seems unnecessary in so far as sound
insulation is concerned. Covering the tripod with blankets seems

to help in reducing any tendency to vibrate.

Photographing through glass reduces the noise transmitted

through the silencing device.

The amount of noise transmitted through the silencing device

appeared to be nearly independent of the direction of the pickup
device from the camera.

Rough quantitative observations indicate that the various

blimps and bungalows absorb more high than low frequencies.

The camera mechanism
should be properly ser-

viced and maintained so

that it will remain quiet,

some cameras tested were
noisier than others of the

same make.
Sound proof rooms in

the Hollywood laboratory
of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., were used
for the tests. Figure No.
1 shows the arrangement
of the camera and micro-
phone.

The microphone was
suspended at normal cam-
era height and placed as

shown, 6 feet from the

center of the tripod sup-
porting the camera. Since
this setup was used for all

of the tests, the results are

directly comparable from
the point of view of sound

Figure 1
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Figure 2

insulation for the various camera silenc-

ing devices.

Figure No. 2 presents a schematic

diagram of the circuit employed, similar

to a standard recording channel, with

the introduction of an accurate variable

attenuator. The mixer and volume con-

trol dials were not used for the quanti-

tative measurements, but were set on
their minimum loss positions.

The method used in determining the

noise from a given camera, and associ-

ated motor, was to measure the noise

with the volume indicator. A variable

attenuator was adjusted to give standard

deflection to the volume indicator, suffi-

cient gain being provided by the ampli-

fiers so that a definite attenuator reading

could be obtained even for a quiet room.
The amplifier gains and volume indi-

cator readings were kept constant

throughout the series of tests. The sound
insulation value of the device under test,

whether it be a blanket, bag, composi-
tion bungalow or metal housing, will

then be the difference between the attenuator readings for the

camera and motor without and with the silencing device. Room
noise during the tests was in all cases 5 to 1 0 db below the

quietest camera condition measured.

As a means of determining roughly the relation between the

sound intensity obtained from the cameras with their silencing

devices and the sound level occurring under talking picture

conditions, a few measurements were made of normal speech

and whispering at a distance of 6 feet from the microphone,
that is, from the tripod position. The noise from many of the

cameras tested with the better silencing devices gave a sound
intensity of the same order of magnitude as a loud whisper,
and could not, therefore, be used for very quiet scenes, unless

the camera is some distance from the microphone. Since this

condition exists, many of the cameras tested must be used at

least ten to fifteen feet from the microphone in order that the

camera noise will not be objectionably loud.

The use of heavy steel tripods does not seem to contribute
to noise reduction. Wrapping blankets around the tripod legs

seems to reduce the noise picked up by the microphone in some
It is probable that excessive vibration in a camera caused

by a defective mechanism,
loose film in the spools in

the magazine, or loose

gears in the motor drive,

will be more readily trans-

mitted to the legs and so

cause trouble. The effect

of insulation of the tripod

head has not been definite-

ly determined.

It should be kept in

mind that elaborate silenc-

ing devices are not re-

quired in all T)f the places

where the camera is used,

the report points out. For
outdoor shots, crowd se-

quences, musical sequences,

in fact most scenes where
the camera is quite far

from the microphone,
only a moderate degree of
sound insulation is re-

quired. Pre-recorded and
(Continued on Page 44)
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Alkies for "Business and /ndustry
Metropolitan Sound Studios Enter Production Field for Business Sound Pictures

By Deal With Western Electric

By Pat Dowling

H uge expansion of the talking picture industry by
opening up the commercial and industrial field is seen

in a deal consummated between the Western Electric

organization and Metropolitan Sound Studios of Hollywood,
whereby Metropolitan will immediately launch production of

business and commercial talking films. Under the contract, Met-
ropolitan Sound Studios, which have been producing regular

theatrical talking pictures for more than a year with Western

Electric equipment, becomes specially licensed by Electric Re-
search Products, Inc., a subsidiary of Western Electric, for the

production of all kinds of commercial pictures, and its sound
stages and apparatus and portable recording equipments become
available for the use of industrial organizations for special

talking films for educational, promotional, and other purposes

for which the films will be of world-wide use in expanding
trade.

Making the talkies available for industrial and educational

purposes means a tremendous increase in the production scope

of the talking pictures, it is said, and is the next great step

following the amazing success of talking and sound films in

the regular theatrical field.

Furthering the tremendous possibilities in the industrial

field of talking pictures. Western Electric has recently intro-

duced portable projecting outfits which will be used by busi-

ness firms, factories, civic and professional associations and trade

bureaus to show the pictures which will be made, and which
will be an entirely separate and distinct field from the enter-

tainment branch of the industry.

With the designating of Metropolitan Sound Studios by
Western Electric as a major producing base for the new type
of pictures, operation of that studio for business pictures will

be carried on in the same manner as it has been for theatrical

films. Already some of the outstanding talking pictures of

the past year have been made there, such as Harold Lloyd’s
“Welcome Danger”, Caddo’s “Hell’s Angels”, Sono-Art’s “The
Rainbow Man”, James Cruze’s “The Great Gabbo”, Christie

Talking Plays, and others, comprising eighteen full length
features and sixty-six short subjects.

The same recording staff which has produced pictures for the

theatrical field will handle the individual pictures to be made
for commercial firms and organizations. The Studios are headed
by the Christie brothers, who have been producers in Holly-
wood for the past nineteen years.

The filming of industrial pictures, it is expected, will stimu-

late business expansion abroad as well as at home, because it

will now be possible for the star salesman, on film, to carry the

factory and products visually around the world, addressing the

people in any language. The talkies will thus be a sort of

super-salesman of modern business. Great avenues are also

opened up for use by civic, professional, and trade associations

in educational work, explaining factory processes, health talks,

sales messages, as well as addresses at conventions and gather-

ings of all kinds, synchronized to moving pictures which are

either new or old of related subjects.

Recent examples of the value of talkies were shown when
John D. Rockefeller, from his home, addressed via the talkies

a gathering of the Standard Oil Company in Cleveland, Ohio,
and when an outdoor talkie of Mayor Walker was used in a

political campaign on a prominent corner of New York City.

Many manufacturers are planning to have pictures made of

their factories and processes, to be accompanied by sales talks,

and run regularly at their branch offices in various widely

scattered territories by the use of small portable projection

outfits.

Plans are also being made by several large organizations for

talking pictures as demonstrations of their products to be

shown at the next World’s Fair in Chicago, and at similar

exhibits in other localities.

According to William S. Holman, general manager of Met-
ropolitan Sound Studios, it is estimated that the new devel-

opment, following the deal with Western Electric, will add a

million dollar production budget during the first year of

industrial picture making to a plant which has already been

turning out approximately five million dollars’ worth of films

per year.

Dubray on Important Committees

JOSEPH DUBRAY, A. S. C., manager of the Technical Service
" Department of the Bell U Howell Company, has been ap-
pointed by President Crabtree of the Society of Motion Picture

Engineers, to serve again as a member of the papers committee
of that organization. He is also a member of the standard and
nomenclature committee of the same association.

Technicolor Gets Artist

Andre DURENCEAU, French artist, has been signed by
^ Technicolor, and will join the color direction department of

the company, which cooperates with film producers in obtaining

the effective color values. Durenceau will work under the super-

vision of Natalie M. Kalmus, wife of Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,

president.

Freund In Hollywood
A NEW system of sound recording will shortly be introduced
^ in this country by Karl Freund, German studio technician

and cameraman, who recently arrived in Hollywood after sev-

eral weeks spent in New York, where he made interior scenes at

the Paramount Long Island studios.

Freund, who produced the camera effects in “Metropolis,”
“The Last Laugh” and “Variety,” is now under contract to the
Technicolor Corporation.

Anderson Treasurer E. R. P. I.

R. E. Anderson was elected Treasurer of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., succeeding F. L. Gilman, at a meeting of the

Board of Directors held recently.

Nearing 5000
World wide installations of Western Electric Sound Systems

are nearing the 5,000 mark. The latest report shows that

3,489 installations have been completed in the United States

and 1,268 in the foreign field.

New Color Surface Now Used by Da-Lite Screen

A NEW egg shell color surface, replacing the former plain
^ ^ white, which according to F. F. Sturgis, general sales man-
ager of the Da-Lite Screen Co. of Chicago, is claimed to relieve

eye strain and better adapted for the projection of color produc-

tions, recently has been developed by the company.

The company, which now has more than 4,400 sound screens

installed in leading theatres of the country, has been manufactur-
ing screens since 1909 and recently rearranged its factory facili-

ties whereby it is in a position to produce 50 screens a day. Ar-
rangements are under way whereby theatres equipped with
Da-Lite screens will be given liberal allowances on their old

screens. The new egg shell screen can be installed within 48
hours after placing of contract.

The screen recently was tested by the Electric Testing Lab-
oratories of New York, to determine its brightness character-

istics and inflammability. The results of the test proved that

its reflection factor was 0.77 and the screen did not ignite when
either a lighted match or Bunsen burner flame was applied to it.
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“(Plorama’ Righting Innovation

New Lighting System Points Way to Hitherto Untouched Phases in Theatre Lighting

ONE of the most revolutionary steps in modern
lighting that has been developed, has just

been perfected by F. J. Cadenas, illuminating

engineer of the Atlantic Division of the National

Lamps works of the General Electric Company.
“Colorama” is what it is called, and description of

this remarkable type of lighting is almost out of the

question. The first installation is in the great ball-

room of the St. George Flotel at New York City.

“An innovation in decorative lighting, consisting

of a scheme of coves and flutes with lamps and color

media so arranged as to give the desired color and
shadow effects”, is the way it is technically spoken of

But to anyone who is visual rather than technical

there is nothing of coves or flutes or color media
about it—it is rather, a masterly way of painting

with light. Nothing of the mechanical impresses

you as you stand, awestruck, watching this panor-
ama of moving color and pattern, which has been styled, “Col-
orama”, unfold itself before your eyes.

Everett Rhodes Castle best describes it in “Light,” as follows:

“First, there is a great ballroom, windowless, painted flat

white. A great white room with an unobstructed floor area of

9,500 feet rising to a height

of nearly 30 feet. No color!

No familiar touch of flitter-

ing Cupids or spilling cor-

nucopias. Nothing! And
then in a remote control

room someone pushes a

button.

“You are hardly consci-

ous of the soft green that

steals like moonlight over
the walls about you. As
you stand there, wondering,
delicate pastel patterns creep

out of the “coves” and
“flutes” around the walls

and in the ceiling. Traceries

so fragile, so colorful, that

you wonder by what magic
they grew before your eyes.

Within three minutes by
roaring subway is the Bat-
tery and Wall Street: almost
within a stone’s throw great

liners lay at anchor and tugs
tootle through oily water,
going somewhere in a hurry.
But you are in a moonlit
garden.

“And then the moonlight
begins to wane. Dawn.
Pale at first, and then sud-
denly glowing with shim-
mering ambers. Patterns
lose their elusiveness and
take on robust reds and
yellows and greens. They
play up and down the wall
and across the ceiling, con-
stantly changing or remain-
ing motionless at the com-
mand of the remote control
room. Almost any combi-
nation and variation of gray,

orange, yellow, purple, blue,

green, red and cerise as well
as almost endless variety of
pastel shades.”

Even the engineers of the Lamp Works cannot

tell how many shades or patterns may be worked out

by this lighting system. They cannot estimate the

number of possible color combinations or patterns.

In the installation at the St. George hotel 6132
lamps with a total of 532,240 watss were used.

Of this number, 114,140 were in red, 181,775 in

blue, 97,055 in green and 139,500 in clear or white

light. Colored lamps are not used; color caps are

used exclusively. Lamps vary in size from 1000-

watt to fifty-watt lamps.

More than 82 miles of wire were used in install-

ing the lights and sixty electricians worked nine

weeks to make the Installation. The control room
has five hundred control buttons and there are more
than 190 dimmer plates. This control board is like

a mighty organ, only it plays a music of color. One
operator may sit at it and have absolute control of

the entire lighting.

The new lighting system essentially consists of two controll-

able factors. First, placing lights of various colors in front of

and behind a series of vertically pleated flutes, these lights being

reflected on a cove. Second, these colors form designs change-

able at will, or other master

patterns, due to cutting off

of the light rays by the

flutes.

The result is that one
operator may decorate a

room for a morning wed-
ding, change the scheme for

a luncheon, adapt an en-

tirely new conception for

afternoon bridge party, paint

college colors on the walls

and ceilings for a fraternity

dance and so on, ad infi-

nitum.
The installation consists

essentially of a remote-con-
trol switchboard with dim-
mer plates and a series of
light troughs. The troughs
contain electric light bulbs
covered with color caps

arranged in front and back
of vertically pleated flutes

which make the shadow and
color designs. This equip-
ment permits the use of fixed

or moving designs and col-

ors which may be changed
by the control board oper-
ator. In addition to con-
trolling the colors and pat-

terns, it is also possible to

control the intensity of the

illumination.

The lighting system for

the walls consists of a series

of four separate and parallel

coves fitted with the verti-

cally-pleated flutes, and clear

lamps of various wattages,

equipped with color caps.

These are placed in both
front and back of the flutes.

The lighting system for the

ceiling is a series of five in-

verted troughs, 1 0 feet wide
(Continued on Page 36)

F. J. Cadenas

Here you see the artist's conception of “Colorama," newest
lighting system which makes possible the playing of Sym-
phonies of Light so like magic that it is almost unbelievable
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Oh, Yeah!

that public speakers are putting their speeches on sound
tracks, some of us will be saved a lot of embarrassment

when we are forced to yawn, or perhaps take a short nap while

the speaker is getting a mass of words out of his system. If the

speech is too long, a bit of judicious cutting on the part of the

committee in charge will do much to add to the enjoyment of

those present, and no feelings will be hurt. But what a dirty

trick someone could play on a speaker if he should add a little

something in the nature of a slam at those present! Some ad-

vantage now in being on the speaker’s committee!

Maurice Chevalier

T5 ARELY docs an actor appear who makes such a favorable

impression in so short a time as has the great French
star, Maurice Chevalier. Unknown to the general picture public,

he swept this public off its feet with his first appearance on
the screen. And now in The Love Parade, he again captivates.

The prettiest compliment paid Chevalier that we have seen is

that of Robert E. Sherwood, who in the March issue of

McCall’s says:

“When Maurice Chevalier smiles, sings, and struts in The
Love Parade, one forgets that the movie camera and the movie-
tone are mere mechanical contrivances, that the screen is a dull,

two-dimensional surface and that, after all, there never can be
a satisfactory substitute for flesh-and-blood actuality. For there

is a magic in Chevalier which goes with his grin, his attitudes,

his antics: and accompanies them on the perilous journey
through the lenses of the camera and the tubes of the sound
apparatus: and that magic glows forth from the screen and
warms and stimulates and delights the audience.

“The Love Parade is not a sensationally entertaining picture.

A mixture of music, romance, satire, and low comedy, it has
its obvious ups and downs, and of the latter there are far too
many. But it has Chevalier, and it also has a few evidences of
the directional genius of Ernst Lubitsch.”

Three cheers, Mr. Sherwood, we think so, too.

Resolutions

'^WO months have passed since we all decided that we would
do bigger and better things this year. I wonder how many

of us have kept our resolutions!

The other day a friend of mine was telling me that he and
his wife had decided to adopt another absolutely new set every

two months this year. Not a bad idea, at that, especially if we
have forgotten to live up to some of those made when the wild
bells were ringing out the old year and ringing in the new.
Why wait for a whole year to pass before resolving to do good,
if we happen to have passed up an odd resolution or two!

Publicity

'^HERE is an old slogan among publicity men to the effect that

one line in the paper or magazine is better than a page in the

waste basket. And the really successful publicity men of the

motion picture business, whether handling stars or business firms,

usually follow that slogan pretty closely.

However, there are those who persist in writing pages of copy
when a half dozen lines would tell the story very nicely; and
these wonder why their stuff never appears. The editor of this

magazine is a graduate of the publicity ranks and has a soft

spot in his heart for all publicity men and, if the story has any
merit at all, will usually give some space to it. But—he appeals
here and now to all writers of news items for the various organ-
izations to save paper and effort. Of late stories running from
one to four typewritten pages have come to this office when each
story could have been told in three sentences. And still the pub-
licity writers wonder why their stuff reaches the waste basket
instead of the printed page. Brevity is not only the soul of wit,

but is the open door to the printed page, providing it is some-
thing of interest. Executives, please pass this along where it

will do the most good.

Broadway vs. Hollywood

\T^E WONDER what those misguided souls who thought the
’ "

talkies would move Hollywood to Broadway, are saying

these days when Hollywood Boulevard looks like Times Square,

and the lobby of the Roosevelt Hotel takes on the appearance

of a combination of the Astor, the Algonquin and 729 Seventh
Avenue

!

Honestly, Broadway’s famous are so thick in Hollywood that

they are making derby hats look almost natural out here. Stage

players who refused to go even as far as Boston or Chicago:
piano tinklers from Tin-Pan Alley who swore that music
couldn’t be written outside of New York; writers who firmly

believed that they couldn’t write unless in the Manhattan atmos-
phere—all are here now. And, strange to say, many of them
who used to call this a “hick” town, are now speaking of “our
town.”

Industrial Movies

'^HE importance of industrial motion pictures has long been
recognized by the business men and manufacturers, but in

the mad race of the entertainment producers this branch of the

picture field has been given comparatively little thought. How-
ever, with the coming of such concerns as Western Electric into

the business it was a natural conclusion that industrial picture

making would receive attention.

The first outward step in this direction has been taken and
the above-mentioned company has joined forces with Metro-
politan Studios in Hollywood for the production of industrial

talkies. What this will mean to business and business methods
of the future is a problem; but that it will bring big changes in

sales methods seems certain. It does not take much imagina-
tion to see a roll of film being shipped to a distant town or city

by a business house. It goes to a merchant who sits down and
listens to the sales talk and looks at the product as voice and
picture come from the film. In the past the commercial films,

which have become widely used, have been know as silent mes-
sengers. Now they need be silent no longer.

With the big producing companies branching into this line, it

behoves the hundreds of “industrial photographers” throughout
the country to get sound equipment and keep pace with the
times. If they hesitate they probably will be lost in the shuffle.

Screen Credit

"P VERY now and then some picture company starts a move to
' take screen credit away from the Cinematographers. It

has happened in Hollywood more than once, to the shame of
the companies who have done it.

What this writer cannot understand is why a picture execu-
tive should wish to deprive a cameraman of this small reward
for artistic endeavor. After all, the Cinematographer is the
greatest artist connected with the making of a picture. It is he
who brings to the screen the ideas and dreams of those who
can only wish for something. It is the cameraman who by his

artistry frequently makes the public forget that the story is

terrible as they gasp at the beauty of the photography.
Then, why not give him a line on the screen telling who did

the work? One would not dream of removing the name of an
old Master from one of his paintings. Aren’t these men Mas-
ters of an art? Don’t they deserve, at least, a meagre reward
along with many of those executives who never have a thing to
do with the making of the picture?

American Annual of Photography

An UNUSUALLY fine piece of work is the 1930 edition of

the American Annual of Photography. The American
“ Photographic Publishing Company, of Boston, is to be

congratulated in this issue. No lover of the art beautiful should
be without it. And the articles contained therein are interesting,

constructive and practical. All in all, an excellent publication
that this writer would not be without.

I
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WELL, WELL, WELL!

Here you have the Actor’s point of view, outlook or what have you. In other words, on the screen you see

what the Actors do while a picture is in progress. Here is the Actor s outlook on a Par^an^unt set whik they

were emoting. In this particular picture you see Director R. V. Lee, with stool for desk, directing George

Bancroft in “Ladies Love Brutes". The studious gentleman with the cap is Harry Fishbeck, cameraman.

Silcnts for Russia for Long Period

That silent pictures will be the rule In Russia for some time

to come is the opinion of Leon I. Monosson, President of

the Amklno Corporation, who recently returned from a Rus-

sian trip.
. ,

‘‘In Soviet Russia,” he reports, “the Russian engineers have

worked out and are applying their own Inventions for sound

recording and reproducing. Because of the tremendous progress

that they are making, with sound and talking motion pictures,

and the technical achievements of production of sound apparatus

In the United States, the people connected with the motion pic-

ture Industry In Soviet Russia are very much Interested in the

development and success of the sound films In the United States.

‘‘In Soviet Russia, the Russian engineers have worked out and

are applying their own Inv'entlons for sound recording and re-

production apparatus. Leningrad and Moscow have their sound

studios, one each, and they are at present producing short sub-

jects and making plans for feature productions. In one of the

best theatres In Moscow there Is now Installed a reproducing

set of RCA. and there are Installations of Russian systems. In

the near future there will be sound reproductlng apparatus in-

stalled in the theatres of the larger cities. At the present time

the largest motion picture companies of Soviet Russia have

groups of scenario writers, directors, artists, musicians and tech-

nicians all studying and developing new methods and forms dif-

ferent from those already applied in other countries. Educators

together with actors arc working on sound educational films.

Several pictures that are in production at the present time under

the directorship of men like Eisenstein, Pudovkin and Dovz-

henko, will have not only the original silent version, but also

sound version.

‘‘It is probable that in a very short time a large group of

directors, cameramen and technicians will visit the United States

to study these achievements. This commission, together with

Amkino, will negotiate with American concerns regarding sound

equipment for the new sound studios and also about joint pro-

duction of sound motion pictures.”

A ^^Gaffer^’ Poet

T he following bit of verse was written by Bill Jones, a

“Gaffer” at Paramount Studios, Hollywood. A “Gaffer” is

the chief electrician on a motion picture set. Bill, like other

“Gaffers” takes a lot. He rebelled, poetically, and gave Vic

Milner, A. S. C.. the following.

Night Work
Bill Jones

Synchronizing, interlocking.

All night long.

Directors cursing, while rehearsing

All night long.

We’re the chumps who take the bumps
If anything goes wrong

’Cause we’re the ginks who run the inks

All night long.

Hear the laughter of the gaffer

All night long.

No more cables—bug-house fables

All night long.

In sound stages—seems for ages

From sunset until dawn;
Damn small wages to work in cages

All night long.

Between Guy and Vic, they make yuh sick

All night long.

The dirty scamps, they’re moving lamps

All night long.

They shove them here, and move them there

An’ then begin to swear.

You talk back—and get the air

All night long.

I
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In Fine Wood

—It’s Crain

In Eastman Panchromatic

Type Two Negative

—It Isn’t

Reach For Eastman

—It’s Lncky

J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc.
HOLLYWOOD CHICAGO NEW YORK
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Appreciation

ONLY DAILY NKWRAPER IN RICE COUNTY ASSOCIATED PBf TlLtOWAPH SgHVICC

THE LYONS DAILY NEWS
PAUL A. JONES. EDITOR

LYONS. KANSAS 1/26/30

Dear Mr. Polito,
, , ^ , .. 4.

You may think it strange to receive this kind of a letter

from one you don't know or care to know, but I must get this off my

mind. Being something of a cinematographer (having made a long hard
study of it) I believe that I know cine photography when I see it, and
have some right and authority to criticize. Now to get to the point I

want to talk about. I have just reviewed "The Isle Of Lost Ships of

which you were the chief cinematographer and I must say that it sur-

passes by far anything that I have ever seen in the way of cine photo-

graphy. You are to be highly complimented for your achievement on such

a masterpiece. (No dolabt you have received higher praise for your work

on this picture by critics who are critics, at least you should have,

)

In my opinion it is far better than "Noah's Ark", "Ben Hur" or any of

many other wonderful pictures that I could name. Mr# Fred Jackman
is also to be congratulated on his special photography as it was extra-

ordinarily fine and shows masterful technique, ^e cannot go further

without saying that Director Willet and a fine cast also comes in for

their share of the praise, but they are only secondary,
the man behind the camera (a man with the eye of an artist and the orain

of a genius) there would be no picture.

There are fans who write to their favorite actors or actresses

and tell them of their appreciation, but my appreciation goes to the

base, that great body of men that makes the cine theatre possible to this

great American public and to the whole world. I hope that you will take

this appreciative note from a fellow who has the same interests at heart,

I remain as ever yours for Bigger, Better and Finer
Cinematography,

Answer to this address
if you care to.

Richard D. Smith
304 West Ave., N.

,

Lyons, Kansas

Honor Where Deserved

The above letter speaks for itself. It was received by Mr. Sol Polito, A. S. C., after the

picture he had photographed had been released, and when most critics were showering

praise on the stars. After all, the Cinematographer is an artist, and it makes him feel

better to know his work is appreciated. The Editor takes this opportunity to express not

only Mr. Polito’s appreciation, but that of all Cinematographers for his letter.

Progress and Lighting Equipment
(Continued from Page 9)

those of us who are qualified to remedy it—the cinematogra-

phers and studio and factory lighting engineers—can do our

duty to ourselves and to the industry, and meet it.

Of course, no one acquainted with the practical require-

ments of studio lighting could even dream of finding a single

unit capable of meeting all the diverse demands of modern

conditions. None of us ask the impossible. But, is it not

possible to apply the principles learned from scientific research

and studio practice to the design of a series of standard units

which would be truly efficient for a greater range of purposes?

Practically all of the mechanical processes and apparatus of the

industry have been subject to a highly beneficial standardization

—except the all-important matter of lighting equipment. And,

while the application of that equipment is and always must be

a matter of individual style, the standardization of the phys-

ical lighting units is possible, and will benefit the entire

industry.

The present-day light-sources—-the Mazda bulb and the

carbon arc, are in themselves tolerably efficient and well stand-

ardized. But the physical housings in which they are con-

tained leave much to be desired. In the first place, it is

extremely doubtful if they ever were designed, in the scientific

sense of the word.. They have far more the appearance of

having been adapted from some other service. Aside from
their bewildering and needless multiplicity, they are, as every

cinematographer knows, in many cases grossly inefficient. Ig-

noring the serious questions of “spilled light’’, “ghosts”, and

“flares”, if the modern lamp housings operated with an

efficiency anywhere nearly comparable with that of the majority

of studio apparatus—or even with that of the light-sources

they house—there could be no complaint possible, for the

increased efficiency would in itself reduce the number of units

needed for any given area, and would in a great measure

counterbalance the lack of adaptability and standardization.

As it is, I am convinced that with proper design, not only

can greater efficiency be realized, but a series of larger, stand-

ardized, and more generally adaptable units be evolved which
would be eminently worth while for everyone from the highest

executive down to the lowliest member of the overworked
“juice crew”.

In suggesting this, I do not believe that I am asking the

impossible. No single unit could serve all purposes, but, to

my mind, a scientifically designed series of truly efficient units

is possible, and most desirable. To that end, both as an

individual and as chairman of the A. S. C. Research Com-
mittee, let me express my willingness to aid in bringing about

the improvements that I have here outlined.

500th Installation

'^HE 500th installation of a Western Electric Sound System
in the British Isles has been completed at the Palace Thea-

tre, Ebbw Vale, Monmouthshire, which opened its talking

picture program with “The Broadway Melody.” The Palace

is an 880 seat house located in the heart of the coal mining

industry.
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Scene in inspection room ofBell &
Howell’s new Engineering Devel-

opment Laboratories, daily en-

gaged in solving today’s cine

industry problems, andplanning
new designsfor the cinemachinery

u'hich will produce the movies of
the future.

Accuracy Begins in the

The rigid specifications guiding every operation in

ilie manufacture of Bell & Howell Cinemachin-

ery begin with inflexible chemical formulae. For the

various kinds of metals used, specifications as to hard-

ness, tci: are, and reaction to temperature are inviol-

able, and can be achieved only by exacting restrictions

in their manufacture.

Scores ofminute inspections follow every manufac-

turing operation. Tolerances of one ten-thousandth

of an inch are commonly demanded. Completed
machines must run a hard gauntlet before they are

rele isetl. Bel 1 & Howell’s first guarantee is to itself. .

.

Test Tu be
that its Standard Cameras, Perforators, Printers and

•Splicers be made in such a way as to render the full

measure of dependable service the world has learned

to expect of them.

This accuracy and dependability is a part of the

permanent contribution to the economic and artistic

advancement of the industry which is made by the

Bell & Howell Engineering Research Laboratories.

Consultation on any of your own problems is invited.

BELL & HOWELL CO.
Bell & Howell Co., Dept. O, 1848 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111. New York, 1 1 West 42nd Street

Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd. London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.) 320 Regent Street Established 1907
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^CHNICIANS /nVESTIGATE ArCS
Intensive Survey of Methods to Silence Arcs Now Under Way in Hollywood

Q
uantitative tests of methods used to filter out noise

in the operation of carbon arc lights in recording talking

pictures are being conducted under the direction of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The tests were

preceded by a survey of Hollywood studios by L. E. Clark,

acting as a representative of the Producers-Technicians Joint

Committee of the Academy.

The problem of reducing the noise incident to the operation

of arc lights has been one of considerable significance since the

advent of sound pictures, as sensitive microphones pick up the

hum of the arc.

The first test was made February 25 at Metropolitan Studios

following a meeting of the heads of studio electrical depart-

ments. Arrangements have been made for the cooperation of

the City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power in

conducting the investigation which for the first time will provide

exact data on the generator systems of all the studios.

The tests will be made at fifteen studios using arc lights

during the next month.

Each studio will be furnished with an analysis of its com-
mutator ripple which will show the amount of filtering necessary

to quiet the arc lights used. The plan of procedure calls for a

tabulation of the amount and kind of hum present in various

types of generators. Oscillograph records will be made. The
amount, fundamental frequency, and approximate wave shape of

the commutator ripple will be reported. At the same time,

data on the generator units will be secured. The maximum
amount of ripple allowable will be determined and, from the

results of the first survey, a representative studio will be se-

lected for further study.

Facilities will be made available for listening to arc lights in

a manner similar to that used in the camera silencing investiga-

tion recently conducted under the auspices of the Academy.

Three different methods are now in use for silencing arc

lights in the studios, it was revealed in a preliminary survey.

Amounts of arc lighting now in use and types of filter fav-

ored were indicated as follows:

Amount of Arc Lighting in Use
Per Cent Arcs Studios

None Warner Brothers and First National
5 to 10% M-G-M, Educational, Columbia, Tiffany,

Tec-Art, Universal, and Hal Roach.
25 to 50% RKO, Pathe, Paramount, Metropolitan,

United Artists, Sennett.

90 to 100% Fox Studios.

Types of Filter Used on Arcs
Type Studios

None Hal Roach
Individual Choke Coils RKO. Paramount, Universal, M-G-
for each Lamp M, Educational, Columbia. Tiffany,

United Artists, and Fox.
Chokes to Handle a Pathe, Tec-Art, and Educational
Group of Lamps '

Filter at Generator Metropolitan and Fox.
Special apparatus has been designed so that the tests of gen-

erators can be made while the studios are in production.
L. E. Clark is representing the Academy Producers-Techni-

cians Joint Committee sponsoring the investigation. Irving G.
Thalberg is chairman of the committee. O. K. Buck and E.
G. Alberts are representing the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power.

The following technicians have been appointed by the studios
to take part in the investigation:

Studio Technical Representative
Columbia Denver Harmon
Educational George Mitchell
Fox Walter Quinlan
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer . , L. J. Kolb
Metropolitan R. S. Clayton
Paramount R. W. Kratz
Pathe William Whistler
RKO William Johnson
Hal Roach W. P. Lewis
Mack Sennett Paul Guerin
Tec-Art Lester Tracy
Tiffany L. E. Myers
United Artists Thomas Moulton
Universal Frank Graves
Warner Brothers and First National Frank Murphy

j

Sound equipment truck of the Commercial Film Laboratories, Oakland, Cal., equipped with Fearless Dramaphone
recording device, and prepared to make pictures in either black and white or multicolor

I
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Recognized throughout the motion picture industry as the

outstanding development in the field of colored cine-

matography. Now available for studio and

commercial use. Color and sound-on-films

in one process. The only successful

color process using standard

cameras and normal lighting.

Protected by U. S. ond foreign patents.

For information, write or coll

MULTICOLOR~TTO^
201 N. Occidental Blvd.

ICQRPORATED
Los Angeles, Calif.

Telephone DUnbirk 5401
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American Cinematographer
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men who have the AUTHORITY to BUY . . . no waste circulation ...

Manufacturers of SoundEquipment
will find this magazine one of the best advertising mediums obtainable.

If you have a good product you can sell it through the pages of this

publication. Our readers are found in 36 foreign countries as well as the
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United States.
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“FORE"
Speaking of tees, how would this one interest you,

Mr. Golfer?

Horst Color System

A BRITISH trade paper described an exclusive demonstration
of the “Horst” three color process, which is to be used for

the filming of sequences in conjunction with British Instruc-

tional Films, Limited. The color film shown reached a very
fine standard of quality, with a complete absence of fringing.

Three primary colors are used, and the color tones produced
are very natural. A slight softening of the focus is observable,

but this can be attributed to the special projector lens used at

the demonstration—this was a simple type that had not been
fully corrected for aberration. A properly corrected lens will

shortly arrive in Great Britain, when a demonstration will

probably be given to the trade. The results already achieved
are extremely promising. The prints are black and white
prints, undyed, and cost no more to produce than ordinary
film, it is stated.

Developing Tests on Location
T T HAS always been customary with many cameramen to make

tests on location. Especially true is this during the winter
months and on more distant locations, where light conditions

are found to be very often entirely different from those in and
around Hollywood.

If you arc lucky enough to have access to a good darkroom,
you can make tests under almost the identical conditions as those

f and in the studio.

Where a darkroom is not available use is made of a test box,
consisting of a light-tight box with a slot on top for the film

and two Mason jars, one with developer and one with hypo.
A pair of black “pants” from similar material as that used in

loading bags, pulled over hands and arms, and connected light-

tight to the box, allows the film to be handled safely inside.

Nearly always the rinsing water is omitted in order to keep the

dimensions of the box down to the minimum.
The ideal for tests—studio condition—is only considered to

such an extent that the developer and hypo are taken from the

tanks there and carried along in the Mason jars.

The same results are desired, but not to be expected as sev-

eral factors, of w'hich temperature is perhaps the most impor-
tant, are entirely neglected on location. A test box of this kind
is only an unreliable and inconvenient necessity.

Considerable experience with tank development has shown me
that this method may be successfully used for tests on location.

The development particular to each studio can be duplicated with
very little extra effort.

Fresh chemicals may be mixed on location or taken directly

from the studio in well-corked bottles. The entire test-box can
be dispensed with and replaced by the smallest developing tank
on the market, on the order of the Dalian tank. This one can
be filled or drained without opening the entire box and expos-
ing the film.

The loading, of course, has to be done in the dark. For this

purpose I carry an old-type loading bag along. There is hardly
enough room in one of those to reload the large one-thousand-
foot magazines, now in use, but there is ample space for one
magazine and the small test tank. A test of a film of any width
may be handled this way, whereas the old test boxes are only
made for the 35 mm. standard.

The temperature of the developer, usually kept at 65 °F., is

obtained and maintained by placing the tank in a pail of water
of the correct degree. The metal easily equalizes any difference
in temperature between the outside water and the developer in-
side. It is perfectly safe to use the developer several times if the
tank is thoroughly rinsed after each use.

Compact, clean, correct, and convenient, this way of making
tests will be found superior, if once given a trial.

—Hatto Tappenbeck, a. S. C.

Wilding Represents Fox-Hearst

In Nine Central West States

T he Fox Hearst Corporation of New York City, Commer-
cial Division, licensed by Western Electric Company to
produce Movietone Talking Pictures for commercial and

educational purposes, has appointed the Wilding Picture Pro-
ductions, Inc., of Detroit, as their exclusive sales and production
representatives for nine Central West states. A branch office is

established in Chicago, and others will be opened in the near
future at strategic points to keep pace with the expansion in the
use of commercial Movietone motion pictures.

This appointment has been made in recognition of the im-
portant part Wilding Picture Productions, Inc., has played in
introducing this new medium of communication to the indus-
trial enterprises of the Central West. Among the many na-
tionally known institutions who have utilized Fox Hearst
Movietone productions in their sales promotional and educa-
tional work, are such familiar names as Studebaker, Graham-
Paige, Dodge Brothers, Majestic Radio, International Harvester
Company, Chicago Daily News, Standard Oil Company, West-
ern Union, Vogue Magazine, Indian Refining Company.
Armour Company, National Electric Light Association,
Chevrolet, the United States Army and the American College
of Surgeons.

Mr. N. E. Wilding, President and General Manager of the
Wilding Picture Productions, Inc., assisted by Mr. X. F. Sutton,
is in charge of the commercial Talking Picture activities of this
organization.
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WORLD’S LARGEST “INKIE”

The biggest lamp in the world, with enough candle-power to illuminate several hundred average sized

homes, is now at the Metropolitan Sound Studios in Hollywood, ready to shine on the group of

stars from the various producing companies such as Harold Lloyd, Christie, Caddo, Sono-Art and others

who are making talkies there.

This latest achievement in the collection of the “world’s largest” is the biggest piece of lighting

equipment turned out to date by General Electric, and has a fifty-thousand watt globe in it, containing
enough tungsten filament for 156,000 ordinary sized house lamps. It is said that the monster light can
throw a concentrated beam of 12 million candle power.

1
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By William Stull, A. S. C.

’Twixt Winter and Spring

T O MANY amateurs of both still and motion photog-
raphy, this particular time of year, midway between win-
ter and spring, seems to offer very little chance of satis-

fying the photographic urge. In the first place, the weather

is seldom even remotely near the ideal for outdoor work, and,

in the second place, the class of subject offered often seems too

utterly prosaic and drab to be of artistic interest. Neverthe-

less, the season offers unique opportunities, which really make
worthwhile the effort required to seek them.

For instance, many phases of the breaking of Winter’s grip

have excellent cinematic possibilities. In those sections of the

country where the rivers are ice-bound, the break-up of the

ice. with its attendant jams and ice-gorges, offer the watchful

camerist spectacular possibilities, particularly if he is fortunate

enough to possess a long-focus lens for telephoto shots. And
the occasions when such jams endanger important bridges, etc.,

and have to be either dynamited or bombed from the air are

surely worth shooting. Incidentally, these subjects offer the

user of a 3 5mm. outfit a handsome chance of profit; for

despite the enormous popularity of the talking newsreel, there

are still silent editions made to take care of the thousands of

theatres yet unwired. All of the major news firms, therefore,

still issue silent releases for these houses, while two of the

major reels—Kinograms and the Universal-International—are

still exclusively silent. In addition, it is no trade secret that

the various Movietone news firms have ways and means of

introducing artificial sound-effects into exceptional silent shots.

For the 9.5mm. or 16mm. enthusiast, this outlet, of course,

does not exist, except in cases of the most outstanding and
exclusive events; but there is al-

ways the possibility of making a

sale of even the sub-standard film

to the makers or distributors of

the explosives used.

Similarly, in the more northerly
districts, the spring break-up also

means the start of the tremend-
ously spectacular log-drives, which,
if covered with reasonable thor-

oughness, form a distinctly inter-

esting addition to the individual

screen library.

Of course, much of our country
is not blessed (or afflicted) with
such spectacular early-spring events

as these, but most of it does find

that with the first thaws the rivers

are subject to freshets or even size-

able floods. In any case, these, too,

make interesting subjects for either

still or motion photographers.
They must, however, be treated

somewhat differently from the

more unusual ice-jams and log-

drives, for while the breaking- up
of a threatening ice-pack is suf-

ficiently dramatic to carry a hun-
dred feet or so of film on its own
merits, these flood films should be

built with some sort of human
interest to give point to the situa-

tion: not necessarily a dramatic

story, but at least a continued

thread of personal interest to keep

the film from degenerating into a

mere series of animated snapshots. If the situation is grave

enough to be more or less a public menace, an astute cine-

matographer can often make his films serve a civic purpose as

well, by arranging with the inevitable organizations seeking to

curb the menace—an arrangement which will at least bring

him prestige, and perhaps profit.

Stock Shots

Even if the time or the purse do not permit the making of

complete reels of these between-time subjects, it is well to

secure some footage of them while they are available. In the

first place, it affords valuable experience in coping with unfa-

miliar subjects and light-conditions, and in the second place, it

adds to the library of “stock shots” which every cinematog-
rapher should maintain. Such scenes may not be immediately
useful, but if they are intelligently made, and carefully pre-

served, they are very likely to meet some urgent need at a

future date. For this reason, most of the big studios main-
tain enormous libraries of stock scenes. In some cases these

libraries contain millions of feet of film, carefully indexed and
filed in such a way that any individual scene or type of scene

is instantly available when required. Many of the scenes in

big productions portraying foreign locales have been taken
from these stock libraries, and judiciously cut in with scenes

taken on the Hollywood lot, or even used, by means of special

process work, as animated backgrounds for the action of prin-
cipals who have never left Hollywood. And these stock scenes

are by no means all discarded clippings from previous produc-
tions. Quite the reverse: for often special cameramen (and now
sound-men, too) are sent clear across the world to secure scenes

expressly intended for the stock

library. Incidentally, there are a

number of privately owned stock

libraries, to whom the 35 mm.
amateur can often dispose of his

work.

Rainy-Day Cinematics

Another important, if less spec-

tacular, opportunity offered at this

season is that of securing rainy-

weather films. While few of us

are probably as pictorially-inclined

as one enterprising experimenter
who made a complete reel of cine-

matic impressions of rain, we can
all find much of pictorial interest

in this grey, moist mood of nature.

Thanks to the faster lenses which
are becoming so universally popular
for cinematic equipment, these

dark days are not the terrifying

impossibilities they were a short

while ago. On the contrary, their

possibilities are beginning to be

revealed. Artistically they enable

one to paint his screen picture with
bold strokes, eliminating, if he
wishes, much that is unessential,

and even achieving impressionist

simplicity. Furthermore, from a

photographic standpoint, the op-
portunities for unusual effects are

unexcelled, for with the interesting

reflections obtainable on the wet
pavements, and the exceedingly
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easy contrc-jour effects obtainable with the clouds serving as

heavy diffusers for the light, such weather offers a new and
,

unique mood for pictorial cinematography.

1 Another pictorial aid at this season is the slight mistiness

veiling distant landscapes. This mistiness is quite a different
' thing from the rather objectionable haze of later months,

;

being generally quite desirable, and rarely photographically
incongruous, as the foreground action will be usually lit with
a softer light which keeps the entire picture in a single mood.

Still another advantage of early springtime is the fact that

the light comes at all times from a flatter angle, making it

possible to secure artistic effects closer to the middle of the
day than will be possible in a month or so, when the noon-
day light is more nearly a top-light, and renders quality work
impossible. Also, this same lower angle of the light makes
for much greater effectiveness and ease in back-lighted scenes.

In this connection, however, the absolute importance of an
adequate lens-hood cannot be too greatly stressed. Especially
with the newer super-speed lenses an adequate lens-shade is

vital, for otherwise ordinary shots suffer from all manner of
flare and barrel-reflections, while back-lighting effects are simply
impossible.

Finally, as the light at this season is so extremely uncertain,
the safest way for even an expert to judge his exposures under
these unusual conditions is by the constant use of a depend-
able exposure-meter like the Cinephot, or others which actually
measure the light reflected by the subject. For, after all, there
is only one unfailing rule for exposure possible: always use
an exposure-meter to measure your light until your eye has
had the vast amount of experience necessary to do it unfail-
ingly itself.

16 mm.
Specialists

Cameras, projectors and accessories of all

reputable makes for sale and rent. A 16

mm. film sale and rental library. Also 35

mm. portable cameras and projectors for

sale or rent. Developing and Printing.

HOLLYWOOD MOVIE SUPPLY CO.

6058 Sunset Blvd. GRanite 0220

Roy Davidge
Film Laboratories

Negative Developing and Daily Print

exclusively

6701 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

GRanite 3108

A British View of Amateur Films

I
T IS ALWAYS interesting to know what one’s neighbors
are thinking of doing. This is quite as true in amateur
cinematography as in any other field: consequently such

books and magazines dealing with the subject as come across

the water to us are always interesting reading. One of the
latest of such books to reach us is Amateur Cinematography,
by Capt. Owen Wheeler. F. R. P. S., and published by Sir

Isaac Pitman and Sons, of London and New York.

As a writer on various phases of still photography, Capt.
Wheeler is almost as well known to American readers as he
is to his fellow-countrymen. In this, his first book on cinema-
tography, Capt. Wheeler does not attempt to plunge deeply
into any phase of his subject, but merely to so survey the
field as to satisfactorily orientate the newly-arrived amateur
from the field of still photography, and to give him a suf-
ficiently firm foundation to enable him to carry on his further
study of cinematography with a sound knowledge of the fun-
damentals. In this, Capt. Wheeler succeeds admirably. He
covers all of the essential points very competently, though
briefly.

Of special interest to American readers will be the descrip-
tions and illustrations of a number of European cameras and
projectors as yet unknown here, and the considerable space he
devotes to the Pathex 9.5mm. system, which, while it has
numerous devotees in this country, has by no means as yet
attained the following it has deservedly gained in Europe.

Another important feature is the comparatively large space
devoted to the development and printing of amateur cine film.

Despite the excellent laboratory facilities available for pro-
cessing amateur films, there are undoubtedly many cine ama-
teurs in this country who either would like to process their
own films, or are already doing so. To them Capt. Wheeler’s
treatment of the subject will prove at least interesting, and
probably very helpful, as he gives not only the various
formulae required, but a number of very useful and practical
hints and “dodges”.

If one has any criticism of the book at all, it lies in the
fact that the tremendously important subjects of editing and
titling are rather hastily slurred over, and that, considering the
author’s previous excellent writings on the subject of Telepho-
tography, the section on lenses is unnecessarily brief. Another
point that might be mentioned is that the book, while a com-
petent treatise on its subject, is intended slightly more for the
amateur who has a foundation of a slight knowledge of still

photographic procedure than for what an Englishman would
call an ab initio amateur. However, considering the universal
spread of amateur still photography these days, this view is
far from wrong.

Taken as a whole, therefore, this little handbook serves its
purpose admirably, and, especially in view of its treatment of
European apparatus and methods, is sure to be of interest to
the amateur cinematographers of the new world.

Sound Aids Exports
COUND pictures are directly responsible for the large increase

in exports of American pictures, according to a survey of
1929 exports made by N. D. Golden of the M. P. Division of
the Department of Commerce. During 1929, it is disclosed,
282,215,480 feet of American films, at a declared value ol
$7,622,316, were exported as against 222,122,586 feet valued
at $6,473,990 during 1928.

The advent of sound pictures abroad, the foreign producers’
inability to produce sound pictures, his fear of producing silent
ones, gave to the American producer an open field in the past
year in marketing of an increased number of silent pictures, are
other factors that have helped to make American export the
largest in the history of the industry, continues the report.

ENERGIZE YOUR FILM!

Use Kleena-fylm Process
It cleans, rejuvenates, restores and maintains pliability in old film. A

non-inflammable fluid easy to apply. Clearer projection. Guaranteed.
At dealers, or postpaid, 85c

522 Fifth Ave. KLEENA-FYLM CORP. New York, N. Y.
Pacific Coast Distributors Western Pacific Bldg.
Craig Movie Supply Co. Los Angeles, Calif.
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The 7\[ew Amfro Trecision

"Projector
Chicago Firm Brings Unusual 16 mm. Projector on Market.

Sales Policy Directed by Julius Keller, Jr.

V ERY nearly everything the amateur needs for making

good pictures has been placed within his reach, so it is

with a great deal of interest that we note activity in the

i direction of improving 16 millimeter projection and in lower-
‘ ing the price of projection equipment.

i We are speaking of the new Ampro which made its debut

but a month ago as a product of the Ampro Corporation of

Chicago.
The new Ampro presents many really interesting features

which not only raise the standard of home projection to the

class of professionalism, but which also give amateur films a

greater chance to be enjoyed than they have had in the past.

There are two models of the new Ampro. The standard

model employs a 200 watt lamp, and the Super-lite model uses

a new 20 volt, 250 watt unit. Unusual claims are made for

the illuminating and optical systems of both models. The 110

volt Ampro with its focusing reflector and adjustable lamp base

is said to deliver far greater light to the screen than has been

;

possible to obtain with this type of lamp heretofore. Bright,

; snappy pictures in a light room are easily possible and heavy,

I

dense, underexposed reversal films ordinarily unsuited to satis-

factory showing, are projected with good brilliance and satis-

‘ factory detail. The 20 volt Super-lite model is intended for

• use where pictures of superlative brilliance and definition are

4 desired. This is not only intended for home, industrial and

educational uses, but is especially well adapted for use in schools,

churches and other uses demanding large brilliant pictures. Both

models are identical mechanically, and in appearance, with the

exception that The Ampro Super-lite has a sub-base to contain

the voltage regulating transformer for the 20 volt lamp.

Rather radical departures from orthodox 1 6 Mm. projector

design are current throughout this machine’s entire make-up.

Gear trains are all arranged so that metal runs against fibre.

This, of course, lessens noise and minimizes wear. Noise, in

fact, is so greatly reduced in the new Ampro that little is heard

other than the whir of the motor.

Steadiness is another Ampro feature. This is accomplished

with a 934 to 1 movement and with an entirely new type of

tension system. The latter consists of two independent edge

tension plates operating within the main pressure plate. This

system, by controlling a considerable length of film both above

and below the aperture, yields absolute steadiness with less

pressure and consequent wear on the film than the more ordi-

nary methods.
The centralized control feature of The Ampro is unique, to

say the least. All the controls—the start-stop switch, the for-

ward-reverse-rewind switch, and the speed control are all

grouped on one plate, mounted on the projector base. The tilt

knob is immediately above and the stop button for “stills” is

right above that. Incidentally, The Ampro projects the sharp-

est. brightest stills you ever saw without even a sign of a

blister.

The framer, which operates back of the film, is controlled by

a knob on top of the housing. The entire control arrangement

is so planned that the operator can make the projector do all

(Continued on Page 36)

The New Ampro Precision Projector Julius Keller, Jr.
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The FIJXDAMEXTALS of SOUND
RECORDING and REPRODUCTION

FOR MOTION PICTURES
As 14 Leading Experts Explained Them to the Em-
ployes of Hollywood Studios Under the Sponsorship

of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

The

Academy Technical Digest
Accurate, Authoritative Information of Special Inter-

est to Those Engaged in Motion Picture Production,

Theatre Projectionists and Managers, Amateurs, and

Technicians in Related Industries.

The following papers arc included in the Digest:

THE NATURE OF SOUND, by Professor A. W. Nye, head of Physics Department, Univer-
sity of Southern California—THE NATURE OF SPEECH AND HEARING, by Dr. Vern O.
Knudsen, Associate Professor of Physics, University of California at Los Angeles, Vice-President,

Acoustical Society of America—ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS, by Dr. Vern O. Knudsen
—THEATRE ACOUSTICS FOR REPRODUCED SOUND, by S. K. Wolf, Theatre Acoustics

Engineer, Electrical Research Products, Inc., New York City—THE ILLUSION OF REALITY
IN SOUND PICTURES, by Wesley C. Miller, Chief Transmission Engineer, Metro-Coldwyn-
Mayer Sfudfos—MOTION PICTURE SOUND RECORDING BY RCA PHOTOPHONE
SYSTEM, by R. H. Townsend, Supervising Engineer for RCA Photophone West Coast Studios

—MOTION PICTURE SOUND RECORDING BY FOX FILM COMPANY, by E. H. Han-
sen, Operating Head of Movietone Division, Fox Studios—PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTROL IN
VARIABLE DENSITY RECORDING, by Wesley C. Miller, Chief Transmission Engineer,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios—MOTION PICTURE SOUND RECORDING BY WEST-
ERN ELECTRIC METHOD, by Dr. Donald MacKenzie, Technical Service Engineer, Electrical

Research Products, 7nc.—REPRODUCTION IN THE THEATRE, by S. K. Wolf. Theatre

Acoustics Engineer, Electrical Research Products, Inc .—REPRODUCTION IN THE THE-
ATRE BY RCA PHOTOPHONE SYSTEM, by John O. Aalberg, Reproduction Supervisor,

R-K-O Studios—ACOUSTICAL CONTROL IN RECORDING.*, by J. P. Maxfield, Record-
ing Engineer, Electrical Research Products, Inc .—RECORDING SOUND ON DISC*, by Col.

Nugent H. Slaughter, Chief Engineer in Charge of Recording for Warner Bros. Vitaphone Pro-
ductions—RE-RECORDING (DUBBING) *, by K. F. Morgan, Development Engineer, Elec-

trical Research Products, Inc .—ORGANIZATION OF STUDIO SOUND DEPARTMENTS*,
by Carl Dreher, Sound Director, R-K-O Studios—PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN RECORD-
ING*, by A. W. De Sarte, Sound Director, Paramount-Famous-Lasky West Coast Studios—
PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN RECORDING*, by Douglas Shearer, Recording Engineer in

Charge of Sound Department, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios—PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN
RECORDING*, by L. E. Clark, Technical Director of Sound, Pathe Studios.

*Now in process of publication.

i

i

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Hollywood, California.

Please send me the first eleven papers in the ACADEMY TECHNICAL DIGEST,
a binder in which to keep them for convenient reference, and mail the seven subsequent

papers to the address below. My check or money order for $4 is enclosed.

Name Address

I
I
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IFhat ‘Do Tov ‘Photograph?

Are You a “Snapshooter” or Do You Make Pictures?

By Hal Hall

ONE OF the most natural impulses all men have is to

run wild when they suddenly secure a new toy. They

are very much like children in that respect. Give a

youngster a new sled and he will ride it twenty-four hours a

day, if not stopped. Give a youngster a set of crayons and he

will have chalk all over the house for a few days. Then the

chalk is put away and is forgotten.

So with men who buy their first 16mm. camera. It is a

plaything they have been wanting. At last they are in a

position to throw something on the screen and watch it actually

move! And they rush about shooting this and that with

reckless and utter abandon, as it were. There is no rhyme or

reason behind the shooting, except the desire to just “shoot

pictures”. This is wonderful and is an outlet for a lot of

pent-up desires. It is good for these men. who may for years

have wanted to make pictures.

But—what of the time when the first blush of novelty has

worn off? A man may be excused for shooting anything

at any angle when he first gets his camera. However, after the

first month, don’t you think it is time that the amateur movie

maker take stock of himself and start to attempt to make

“pictures”?
^

One of the most boresome evenings I have known was spent

the other night at the home of a friend who has a 1 6mm.
camera. He had shot hundreds and hundreds of feet of film,

and wanted me to look at all of it. Of course. I looked.^ Who
wouldn’t? But it was a terrible evening, all because this man

had never given a thought to anything more than aiming his

camera at something and just “shooting”.

No thought had been given to composition and pictorial

beauty. His stuff reminded me of the little snapshots taken in

the mountains by vacationists who lean out of the side of

their car, shoot at a magnificent beauty spot and then on

returning to town, send the roll to the corner drug store with

the order, “Give me three each of these.”

Not everyone can become a master of composition. But

every owner of a camera can at least make an effort to secure

pictorial beauty in his shots. A picture has a two-fold aim;

it aims to represent an object or objects, and also to be a deco-

rative design. The lines and masses of the picture must have

a certain balance or rhythm in order to please. The photog-

rapher cannot always shift his objects about, but must find

his design in nature. He has to move his camera, not the

objects he is photographing. The man who does not do this

will most of the time have just “pictures”, but will fail to

bring beauty to his screen. And. after all. how many of us

want pictures that are not beautiful? Not after the novelty of

using our camera has worn off.

And so, I stress the matter of composition. Composition

is defined best by the man who declared that perfect compo-
sition consists of making a picture that is pleasing to the eye.

When one looks over a particular bit of landscape it often

appears beautiful. Take a camera, set it up and shoot and

the result is a disappointment. This because the space cov-

ered by the picture is cramped. So, the photographer must take

time and use judgment in making his photograph. In other

words, he must think of composition. And excellent compo-
sition should be one thing that the Amateur should give us,

for he, unlike the professional cameraman shooting on a big

production, is not hampered by the matter of time.

In making a motion picture there is always a schedule to

follow. The picture has to be made in a certain number of

days. So the cinematographer is limited as to time. He must
be skilled in his work and know composition or his work will

suffer. Many times the overhead on a picture runs several

hundred dollars a minute. Naturally, the cameraman will not

have much time to waste in studying where he can get the

best effect.

But the Amateur is not cramped by this matter of time or

expense. He has all the time necessary, so he should give us a

good picture from the point of composition. All he needs to

do is stop and study the situation and think pictorially.

First, the picture must not look cramped. The general

design should be simple, and it should resolve itself into a few

simple forms or groups of forms rather than into a mixture

of light and dark patches and bewildering lines.

The picture-maker should at the start know what he is

going to make. In other words, he should have an object in

view. If he hasn’t, then do not set up the camera just for

the sake of shooting something. Generally speaking, a good

rule is to have the main object of your picture pretty well

centered. If this is done with the lesser objects acting as

balance, the effect will be pleasing.

So many amateurs forget to frame their pictures. They just

set up the camera and aim at an object, maybe too far away,

and snap. They forget foreground, frame and beauty. The

result is that when they see it on the screen they are disap-

pointed, for they have little or nothing. You see a beauty

spot in the mountains. You shoot it with thought and you

have a scene you will appreciate for years. To do this you

must give thought to the job. Pick a spot from which,

through the camera you can get the best appearing picture.

Try to have your picture framed properly with something in

the foreground that will take away the bareness you see in

so many pictures. Foregrounds should be noticeable but not

obtrusive. They should contain contrasts, but not too great

contrasts, and not too detailed. A strongly lighted rock or

tree trunk on one side or the other of the immediate fore-

ground is admirable.

However, the foreground should not form an isolated patch,

but should lead into and blend with the picture. Sometimes

we see in a picture a foreground that could very well be cut

away or trimmed from the picture without detracting from its

beauty. This is poor work and detracts from the picture. The
same applies to the top and sides of your picture.

Another important element often overlooked by the Ama-
teur is the matter of line. The line may be a ridge of hills,

a flock of sheep going down the road, a path or a bank of

clouds; whatever it is, it is important. A sdft, undulating

line is the most pleasing. Nature cannot be changed to suit the

photographer, of course, so many times the line is not what we
want. Here the photographer many times can improve his

picture by moving his camera. Take the case of a path point-

ing toward the base of a tree. Looking directly down the

path we see it widen toward the camera. Move the camera

to one side and the line curves past the tree and across the

picture and you have a marked change that adds beauty.

Another element which enters is that of light. Too few give

light much thought, although it plays one of the most im-

portant parts in the making of good pictures. Lights and

shadows in pictures are generally found massed together; the

darker tones at the base and one side; the lighter tones at the

other side and top. Where a strong dark juts out against a

high light we obtain a contrast which generally forms the

central point of the composition. Therefore, it should be well

placed. Generally speaking, the best rule to follow is to go on

the pyramid principle of dark masses at the base with the

smaller and lighter masses above.

Then there is the matter of focusing and exposure. An
exposure meter such as the Cinophot or Dremophot will keep

you right in the matter of exposure, and focusing comes with

practice. The principal requisite is the desire to make better

pictures, then work to that end by experiment.
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"Pro-

fessional

o^MATEURS
Dan B. Clark, A. S. C.,

Uses His Cine-Kodak To
Instruct His Assistants in

the Art of Cinematography

By William Stull,

A. S. C.

ALMOST everyone in pictures knows Dan B. Clark, A. S.

/~\ C-> but only a few of them know that he is one of the
industry s most ardent advocates of personal movie-mak-

ing. On the other hand, they do know him as one of the
outstanding members of the camera profession, both as a cine-
matographer and as a man. For Dan is one of those rare
beings, a practical idealist: a man who has both the imagination
to conceive lofty dreams, and the ability and courage to make
them facts. Therefore, even if he were not the skilled cinema-
tographic artist that he is, he could not fail to be one of the
film colony’s most respected citizens.

One of Dan Clark's most pronounced ideals is his conception
of the cinematographic calling as a profession of service, not
only to this generation, but to those to come. To him, the
motion picture is not only entertainment, but a builder of ideals
for this generation and the next, and a record of contemporary
life and thought for our descendants. For, after all, it is the
only living record that we can pass on to those who come after
us. Therefore his every effort is constantly bent to write into
that record as much of what is permanently uplifting as lies
within his power to do. And to a man of Clark’s determined
mould, that power is great, indeed.

Probably the outstanding example of this is the influence he
wielded during his seven years as Chief Cinematographer for

that idol of American Boyhood, Tom Mix. Educators every-
where have commented extensively upon the wholesome char-
acter of the Mix films—how he never, in all the years when he
was the hero of so many young minds, allowed any trace of
anything likely to be an even mildly undesirable influence upon
them, to enter his films. Few people indeed know that this

principle was the result of a cameraman’s idealism. But it was
Dan Clark who first convinced Mix of the advisability of such
a course, and then battled shoulder to shoulder beside him
against directors, writers, and executives who imagined it would
be 'good box-office’ to violate the unwritten code. And, in a
great measure as a result of that code, though the violators gal-
loped on to momentary success, Tom Mix steadily climbed to
the undisputed kingship of Western films—and held it until he
chose to retire. In all that time, thanks to Dan Clark’s practical
idealism, nowhere in the hundreds of Mix pictures did anyone
see a single shot of Tom Mix either drinking or smoking. If
the script called for action at the bar of a saloon, the action was
there—but first it was carefully ‘planted’ that Tom didn’t care
for likker. Whatever might be their personal tastes off the set,

neither Tom nor Dan would be a party to setting a bad example
to the millions of youngsters throughout the world whose lives
would be better for the thought that ‘if Tom Mix doesn’t
drink, I don’t need to, either.’

Since Mix’s retirement from the screen. Dan
Clark has been assigned to the photography of
many pictures other than “Westerns’, but still

he has adhered to his code: regardless of what
his associates might think, he has resolutely re-

fused to photograph scenes that were unduly
suggestive, or that failed, in his estimation, to
give his audiences, present and future, something
truly wholesome and worth remembering. He
feels that, being a cinematographer, he is an art-
ist. and that art isn’t an insinuation of polished
indecencies, but an inspiration to the highest and
finest emotions.

With such professional and artistic ideals, it is

only natural that he should look upon his Cine-
Kodak as a means of aiding and inspiring others
quite as much as a source of personal recreation.

One of the projects closest to his heart has
always been the education of his junior asso-
ciates along these same lines. He has felt that
one of the greatest responsibilities of the Chief
Cinematographer was the professional guidance
of his assistants. Accordingly, many years ago
he organized the Assistant Cameramen’s Club,
which gave the assistants a place and an oppor-
tunity to gather together to discuss their profes-

sional and artistic problems, and where they
could hear informal, educational talks by the

Vading cinematographers of the industry. Later,
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as President of the American Society of Cinematographers, this

educational policy was expanded to benefit the entire industry

when he instituted the now famous Mazda Light tests—the

most colossal scientific and educational step ever undertaken by
any single organization for the betterment of the entire trade.

Similarly, in his own work, he has always made it a point

to educate his assistants, so
_
that, if they had it in them, they

could become expert photographic artists under the careful

guidance of someone who was personally interested in their

welfare and advancement.
Naturally, when the Cine-Kodak appeared on the scene, he

hailed it with joy, for it made the task of teaching his assistants

immeasurably easier.

"You see,” he says, ‘Tve almost a regular course of study

through which I put my assistants. Whenever I get a new
assistant, after I’ve sized him up, I gradually let him do more
and more important parts of the camerawork,—more than just

carrying the boxes around. First, I teach him to set up my
camera and tripod where I want them. Then I teach him to

load the magazines and thread the camera up. When all that

becomes nearly mechanical to him, I teach him how to focus

the lenses, and have him actually do it; after I’ve made certain

that he understands the importance of accuracy in this, and can

do it properly, I let him do it all the time. All this time I’ve

been teaching him, too, the principles of photography—the

basic chemistry and so on underlying it all. Then I begin to

teach him about composition, and in the same manner I soon
have him setting the camera in place for the shot, composing the

scene, etc., while I’m lighting the set. By the time he’s gotten

proficient in this, I start to teach him how to light each shot

just as I would, and slowly give him more and more responsi-

bility in it, until finally I can trust him to go onto a set before

I do. and get all the lighting set up letter-perfect. The only
trouble is that by that time he is ready to graduate to a second
cameraman’s job, and I’ve got to start training a new assistant.

“Amateur photography is a wonderful help in this training.

The best way to teach photography—or anything else—is by
setting the student definite problems to solve. Amateur camera
work enables me to do this without great expense, or interfer-

ence with the company’s business. After I’ve given my assistant

a pretty good theoretical knowledge of

photography, I give him my Leica still-

film camera, and set him actual, prac-

tical photographic problems to solve.

First, I tell him definitely what to shoot,

and try to make him work out as much
of the ‘how’ of it himself, as he can.

Then, when I’m sure he knows pretty

well what to do and how to do it, I turn
him loose with the general instructions

that I want such and such a kind of pic-

tures made, and rely on him to bring them
back to me. All of this time, too. the
boy has to do his own developing and
printing, mixing up his own solutions,

and all that. And, once I’m sure that he
knows how to do things, I don’t accept

any alibis. He’s got to deliver the goods—just as though he were a professional

still man! By the time he can do this, I

teach him how to enlarge the little nega-
tives the Lecia makes: I’ve an enlarging

outfit for it, and I turn it over to him,
and make him turn me out both ‘straight’

and pictorial enlargements from his pic-

tures. I try, all through this period, to

impress upon him that photography de-

mands brain-work: that one or two well thought out prints are

preferable to a hundred inferior snapshots.

“By this time, the average assistant, if he really has the mak-
ings of a cinematographer in him, is ready to graduate to a sec-

ond-camera position. When he does this, of course, he begins
to think pretty well of himself. But there are lots of second
cameramen in the business, and if he is to get on, I must teach

him to use his brains instead of his brag. This is the point
where I start him out with the Cine-Kodak. He should, by this

time, be a passably good amateur photographer, so I let the Cine-
Kodak make a real cinematographer out of him. I teach him how
to use and care for it just as 1 did with the Leica, and. in the

same way, I start him shooting little scenes with it under my
direct supervision. By the time he has really mastered the instru-

ment—and those little cameras have possibilities that most ama-
teurs don’t dream of—he’s gained a real understanding of the

principles of cinematography. Then, again, I turn him loose, and
give him definite assignments to bring in ‘on his own’. I make
him understand that he must bring me in a complete film of

whatever subject I assign, but that he must do it without any
interference with his other duties. He usually does it!

‘‘On one of the last pictures I was on, I gave my assistant,

Arthur Arling, the Cine-Kodak, and told him to make me a

complete story of the location trip we took to the Rainbow
Bridge country of Arizona. He had wonderful possibilities to

work with there, for the country is surpassingly beautiful, and
photographically virgin, for less than 1100 people have ever been

there. And the boy did himself proud on the 1 6 mm. assign-

ment, bringing me back a little 400 ft. picture that was a gem.
Part of it was in Kodacolor—remarkably beautiful stuff it was,

too^—and the rest of it, though in black-and-white, was done on
Panchromatic film, and was as well photographed as though it

were a part of a professional feature. He had reported the whole
trip very effectively, showing the various members of the party,

including George O’Brien and Sue Carol, the stars, in a number
of informal moments, along the trail (we had to travel on
horseback for several days to get there) , in camp, and so on,

winding up with some highly pictorial scenes of the desert coun-
try, and the wonderful Rainbow Bridge.

“When we got back to Hollywood, I showed him how to edit

and title the picture, and the result was as excellent a little travel

reel as any man ever shot. That little 1 6 mm. film, Hoio We
Made The Lone Star Ranger served more or less as a diploma
for Arthur, for not only was it the first picture he had ever

photographed, but it marked his graduation from an assistancy

to a second cameraman’s position.

“We two have just gotten back from another long location

trip, this time up into the snow country of Northern Cali-

fornia and Oregon, for The Girl Who Wasn’t Wanted. Arthur
u.sed the Cine-Kodak on this trip, too, and he is now cutting

and titling the results. He’s let me see some of the ‘rushes’,

and they show that he’s justified his training. From the desert

to the deep snows is some change in the matter of photographic
conditions—but he’s been well enough grounded in the prin-

ciples of cinematography so that he was able to make the change
successfully. Naturally, with such evidence of the success of

my methods before me, I can’t help
being enthusiastic over the ability of the

Cine-Kodak as an instructor in cinema-
tography. I know that it’s a first class

photographic instrument, and it enables

the boys to learn more about practical

screen art than anything else could pos-
sibly do. Besides, it develops photographic
self-reliance and resource as no study ever

could

!

“Incidentally, I often learn a good deal,

myself, that I find useful professionally,

with the little Cine-Kodak.”
More than a few of Dan Clark’s for-

mer assistants who have been subjected to

this practical course of study have since

graduated to First Camera positions, while
among the ones who continued in photo-
graphic work and rose to professional

heights are Norman deVol, A. S. C.,

Dan’s first assistant, who, when Tom Mix
left the Fox Company, followed him to

F. B. O. and served as Chief Cinematog-
rapher on the Mix pictures there, and C.
Curtis Fetters, A. S. C., who has devel-

oped into one of the best “still” photog-
raphers on the Fox staff. A number of

Clark’s other ex-assistants are now following in their footsteps,

the latest being Arthur Arling, who, as mentioned before, has
just started in at second camera, and is, true to form, making
good. They are probably Dan Clark’s greatest contribution to
the profession which he loves: men whom he has imbued with
the ideals, he holds for the craft they have embraced, and to
whom he has imparted the technical and artistic ability that is

carrying them on their way to become the master cinematog-
raphers of tomorrow.

Germany

The D. L. S. (German Exhibitors’ Producing Syndicate) is

arrange a comprehensive production schedule of sound pic-

tures. The D. L. S. is closely allied with the Tobis Syndicate,

which has advanced the former capital, and is now subscribing

half a million mark’s worth of D. L. S. shares, in which sum
the capital already lent is to be included.

Dan Clark, A. S. C., and his

Cine-Kodak
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Last It Is

Possible!
For many years Directors and Camera
Men have desired special effects in their
films after the sets have been shot and dis-
mantledt or it is too late or too expensive
to make a retake. Such effects as making
a long shot into a close-up, putting in lap
dissolves and fades, making a miniature of
a scene and double exposing it over
another scene, and other special effects.

To meet this situation, the Burton Holmes
Laboratory has installed one of the new
DEPUE 35 mm. Optical Printers which
will do all of the above stunts and many
more.

Keeping abreast or ahead of the times has
always been the policy of this organiza-
tion.

Burton Holmes Laboratory
7510 N. Ashland Avc. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

FOR BETTER
WORKMANSHIP

SUPERIOR
ENGRAVING CO.

Telephone HE 8149

Hollywood, Calif.

1606 Cahuenga Ave.

Zinc Etchings, Copper and Zinc ‘

Half-Tones, Color Work
Designing, Electrotypes,

Mats, etc.

New Ampro Projector
(-Continued from Page 31)

its tricks, in the dark, without having to fumble around for
the various gadgets and buttons.

The Ampro rewind is of particular interest. It requires no
switching of reels or belts. The projected film is threaded into
the upper reel and the machine run in reverse. A clutch button
IS depressed and 400 feet of film g'o from one reel to the other
in less time than it takes to tell about it.

The personnel back of the Ampro Precision Projector is of
equal interest. The organization building Ampro has engaged
in manufacturing Precision products for more than twenty
years and for more than five years has specialized in making
motion picture projectors and apparatus which has been mar-
keted under several well known trade names.

The Ampro sales policy is being directed by Julius Keller, Jr.
well known as a sales director with an enviable reputation for
helping dealers make money and as one who believes whole
heartedly in reciprocating public patronage with factory service
of the highest order.
We predict a bright and happy future for the Ampro Pre-

cision Projector.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual

‘‘Colorama”
(Continued from Page 15)

and sixty feet long, placed symmetrically on twenty-foot centers.
The troughs are made of No. 20 gauge galvanized iron, in sec-
tions of about twenty feet each in length. The troughs have
saw-tooth openings along the sides through which colored lights
and shadows are projected onto the ceiling. In the bottom of
the troughs are roundels through which may be projected red,
blue, green and white light.

With this system of lighting the lighting engineers expect
they will revolutionize lighting and perhaps interior decorating.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual

Value of Photographic Training
(Continued from Page 7)

tical knowledge he has gained by years of working with vari-
ous directors.

However, the cinematographers go on year in and year out,
doing an important job well, and receiving but scant credit for
what they do. It does seem to this writer that studios’ execu-
tives are missing one of their best bets when they overlook the
men behind the cameras and go far afield to seek directorial
talent.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual

All Quiet on the Western Front
(Continued from Page II)

seconds and there would have been real death.

So realistic were the battle scenes that great care was taken
in the hiring of the men for the jobs of soldiers. No man
was taken who had been shell-shocked in the World War.
One got by. He was taken to a hospital the first day. The
screaming shells were too much for him.

As remarkable as the uncanny work of the dynamite man
was the work of the cameramen who were getting the spec-
tacular and the closeup. Closeups of poor devils, who, with
faces as pale as turnips, clenched hands and whimpered softly
for the mothers who cuddled them as babies .... You
cannot describe it adequately. You have to see it.

This picture should be a masterpiece. And its realism is so
great, its story so powerful, the suffering of the youth of the
world so graphically portrayed and photographed that if

enough mothers see it, they may exert a force that will prevent
such future scenes in real life as this picture shows. From the
point of view of story, direction and cinematography. Uni-
versal has a picture that should go down as one of the greatest
war pictures ever filmed.
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Micro-Cinematographic Apparatus
A New Device for Photographing Through

The Microscope With a 16 mm. Camera Little Sunny Twin
By Heinz Rosenberger

of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research

Many an amateur who owns a 16 mm motion picture

camera would like to extend its possibilities in photo-

graphing objects which others have not as yet taken.

For those who can afford to travel this is not difficult, and it

gives one a great deal of satisfaction to bring home and dem-
onstrate to friends scenes of strange people, beautiful scenery

and many wonders of nature.

But it is not at all necessary to venture out and travel in

order to take scenes of interest and beauty. There is an

immense field almost unexplored by amateurs and scientists as

well, that is, the world behind the microscope. Those who
have never looked into one have certainly missed a really

worth while experience. Every drop of stagnant water from
a little pond or river is the center of many happenings. Thou-
sands of tiny creatures, the largest smaller than a needle head,

perform their dances or eat smaller creatures. Their activity is

exciting as one can follow them and observe what they will do

now and later. But what is most fascinating is the fact that

they are all clear as if made from glass. One can see right

through and observe the little organs inside better than with

an X-ray machine.

Figure 1

In some of them a little heart may be seen beating rapidly

or a little stomach, always active, digesting food which very

frequently is composed of still smaller animals. Others have a

little stirring apparatus resembling the wheels of a watch (for

instance rotifiers) which seem to rotate rapidly in order to

bring the food closer to their mouth.
One can observe the stream of life everywhere and even in

plants by following the protoplasm circling in the cells. It

is even possible to see the formation and growth of crystals,

and by using polarized light one obtains colors of a combina-
tion and brilliancy never seen before, a good subject for color

photography.
It may be mentioned that microscopic motion pictures are

used quite extensively in the scientific laboratories and universi-

ties. The advantages are quite obvious if one considers the

time and work which would be necessary to demonstrate to an
audience a phenomena which takes place under a microscope.

It would be impossible to show it simultaneously to a number
of people. But how easy it is to run a motion picture pro-

2C,CCC CANDLE POWER
of Even, Intense Light over a full 90°

The above picture, made on 16MM film with 1 /3 2

second exposure at F;3.5, shows what one Little Sunny

Twin will do. The lamp was 10 feet back from the

subject and no other illumination was available.

Little Sunny Twin is the only lamp at its price that

delivers a full 90° angle of evenly intense light suffi-

ciently fast for F:3.5 movies. Operates on 110 volt

A. C. or D. C. Semi-automatic. Draws only 1

5

amps. Try it 10 days. Money back instantly if you

ate not satisfied. Order now and get valuable book of

instructions on "Interior Movie Lighting" free of charge.

LEONARD WESTPHALEN
428 Rush St.. Dept. AC., Chicago, 111.

Only

*25
Complete

Outfit includes lamp,

six "pan" or "white

flame" carbons, six-

foot nickeled ex-

tension stand and
long cord. State

kind of carbons

wanted. Extra car-

bons, S2.00 dozen.

jector and at the same time explaining the phenomena appear-

ing on the screen.

But the micro film is not only used for demonstration; it is

an aid to scientific research. The motion picture made it pos-

sible, through its domination of time, to lengthen or accelerate

time. Time acceleration especially is very useful in micro-

scopic investigations where certain objects, for instance growing
and dividing cells, move so slowly that the human eye cannot

perceive them. By taking single exposures at time intervals, for

instance 1 , 2 or 3 per minute, and by showing them through

the projector at normal speed, 1 6 per second, the motion of

these cells are translated into understandable speeds.

These are just a few possibilities for microscopic motion

pictures, but the fact is that the field of adventure is in this

world of wonders is unlimited.

In order to give the owner of a 1 6 mm camera the oppor-

tunity to take motion pictures through the microscope, the

author has designed a little apparatus (Fig. 1), which is the

result of many years of experience in this field.*

The microscope (any make) is placed on the base plate

and brought in line with the center of the opening of the

camera holder, which is screwed without the lens on the

swivel plate, to the left so that the focusing lens is in line

with the microscope. After the object is sharp in focus and

the beam of light adjusted properly by looking into the ground

glass, the camera is swung back in position and the picture

can now be taken. By using a so-called beam splitter the

object can be observed while the picture is being taken. All

this is made so easy with this outfit that anyone can take

microscopic motion pictures without difficulty. Any make of

camera can be used with this apparatus, be it hand or motor
driven.

*It is a simplified model of the large "Standard Micro Cinematographic
Apparatus ’ described in "Science" of June 28, 1929, Vol. LXIX, Nr.

1800, and in the Transactions of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers,

Vol. XIII. Nr. 38. 1929, pp. 461-464.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual
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AMATEURS . . .

You do not go to see a jeweler

when you need dental work.

When you want to find

information on

Cinematog-

r a p h y

,

buy

The

CINEMATOGRAPHIC
ANNUAL

A book prepared and published by the

American Society of Cinematographers,

the master cameramen of the world.

FIR^T EDITION COMING SOON!
To be sure of your copy, place your order NOW with your hoo\ dealer or

send in the coupon below.

American Society of Cinematographers,
1222 Guaranty Building, Hollywood, California.

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find check (or money order) for Five Dollars ($5.00) for which
please send me prepaid, one copy of your Cinematographic Annual as soon as it is off the press,

which date will be April, 1930.

Name Address.

City. .State.
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Your Makeup Problems

By Max Factor
[Internationally Known Authority on Makeup]

Dear Mr. Factor:

I have seen many requests in your column for information

about bronze or metal colorings for the body, but how about

alabaster, or white? If one wished to look like a marble

statue, what would you recommend? Please give detail about

eyes, etc., and also tell me what to do with my hair, which

is ash-blonde. RITA.

Answer:
We manufacture a Special Stage Whitener which would be

very suitable for your purpose. To get a true statue effect the

eyelids would have to be covered with the Whitener. This

Whitener is harmless, and washes off with soap and water. As
your hair is rather light to start with, it could be effectively

whitened with White Masque. Get the Professional Cake. It

also is removable by shampooing.

Dear Mr. Factor:

For evening wear what kind of skin whitener do you
recommend? I want something for my arms, shoulders, neck,

etc., that will not rub off on a gentleman’s dark suit while

dancing, etc. Also will you please tell me whether or not a

high polish on the nails is in good taste now or not?

T. E. V.

Answer

:

Our Liquid Whitener. which comes in Flesh and Rachelle,

as well as white, gives a beautiful translucent appearance to the

skin, and is extremely effective for evening wear. It will not

rub off on clothing, as powder does. A very high polish on

the nails is generally not considered to be in such good taste

as a medium polish.

Dear Mr. Factor:

Does a man, doing an acrobatic act, wear make-up of any

kind, and if so, what kind? I am five feet eight inches tall,

dark hair, hazel eyes and what you would call “Stockily

built.” I am training for the stage, and want to know just

what is necessary before I try to show my act. DON.
Answer:

All people appearing on the stage should wear make-up.

Your make-up is: 7A Grease Paint, 7R Face Powder, No. 3

Lining Color, No. 3 Moist Rouge. No. 4 Under Rouge, Black

Dermatograph Pencil, Raspberry Dry Rouge.

Dear Mr. Factor:

Do you consider it advisable to always use a cold cream

base before applying street make-up? And do you think that

a dry rouge or a paste rouge is best for the skin? I notice

that you frequently recommend dry rouge, but do not know
whether that is just for the stage. Can your products be

obtained at any drug store? L. T.

Answer:
It is not advisable to use a cold cream base. You will have

a much better make-up by using our Powder Foundation
Cream. For street make-up dry rouge is the only rouge used

for the checks. Max Factor’s Society Make-Up may be ob-

tained at practically every drug store and toilet goods counter.

Let’s
Trade
Cameras!

--Bass
Stills for Movies Old for new
Movies for Stills New for old

Bass is internationally known
wherever cameras are used . . .

stills or movies . . . amateur or
professional apparatus.

Write your requirements. Give
full description of what you
have for appraisal. Write Bass
first.

CAMERA
Company

179 W. MADISON ST.
Chicago, 111.

State 7410

You Can “Double In”

Outdoor Shots on

Indoor Sound Stages

behind any intimate Dialogue shot

by using a

DUNNING
You shoot today

—

Screen tomorrow

Dunning Process Company
932 No. La Brea Avenue

Phone GLadstone 3959 for demonstration

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual
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Do not
guess

Of Interest To Amateurs

Tripods

TF YOU want steady pictures, pictures you may be proud of,

better use a tripod when possible. Professionals use a

tripod because it is the best method. Why shouldn’t an
Amateur?

Always use a
CINOPHOT

or
DREMOPHOT

EXPOSURE METER
Obtainable at all Dealers

and at

Eastman Kodak Stores
all over the World

Reflectors

A S SPRING approaches and you begin to prepare for those
pictures you have been planning all Winter, plan to use

reflectors. Reflectors are easy to make, or reasonable to pur-
chase and they improve your pictures vastly. The Hollywood
Professional Accessories Company turns out a very wonderful
type of reflector that is admirable for your needs.

Exposure

'THAT little matter of exposure is still a bug-bear. So why
risk spoiling a good picture by guessing. The Cinophot and

Dremophot assure you of correct exposure, so why not be on
the safe side—use one and save your pictures.

DREM PRODUCTS CORPORATION
152 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

Price

$12.50

Ask your
Dealer

Could you use extra

mONEY?
A few hours a week
may increase your
income materially

FOR DETAILS FILL IN AND MAIL

Circulation Dept.,

American Cinematographer,

1222 Guaranty Bldg., Hollywood, Cal.

Please send me details explaining how I can increase

my income.

Name

Address

Amateur a Hero
A MOTION picture camera in the hands of a cool-headed
^ Spanish amateur movie maker averted possible loss of life

when the German steamer Monte Cervantes went down off the
Tierra del Fuego coast. As the panicky passengers rushed for
the boats, the man set up his camera and began to film the
scene. This action calmed the passengers, permitting the filling

of the boats to proceed orderly.

Dental Profession Uses Motion Pictures

'THE recent 66th Meeting and Clinic of the Chicago Dental
Society serves to throw interesting light on the increasing

extent to which motion pictures are being used in the dental
profession.

Whereas only a year ago the dental movie was championed by
a mere handful of pioneers, this year at the Chicago meeting,
no less than ten reports were illustrated with 16 mm. motion
pictures, while in another part of the convention building a

special room was devoted exclusively to a three-day projection
program of thirteen different dental and general health films.

Some of the Chicago leaders are already contemplating an
arrangement for the next convention whereby any practitioner
having a film of his own will be able to show it in a special

“movie room” provided for this purpose.
An outstanding film shown at the meeting of Dr. Hugh W.

MacMillan of Cincinnati on “Physiology of Mastication” was
of particular interest due to the fact that he made every bit of
it himself with his own Filmo equipment—his own titles and
animation and photography—truly an example and inspiration

to those of his colleagues now embarking on this type of work.
Dr. Donald E. Smith presented an illuminating film,

“Pontic and Fixed Bridge Work,” made in the University of
Southern California, and Dr. W. W. Masson, of the Uni-
versity of Denver, showed a painstaking work which should
rank among the highest examples of professional films. These
are just a few of the films displayed.

The motion picture film can make an important contribution
to the dental profession. Any question of technique can be
presented clearly, comprehensively and dispassionately. The
easily operated amateur movie camera serves as an admirable
means of making permanent records of interesting cases.

Great Britain
A SCHEME to use multilingual talking-films to assist British
^ ^ industrial groups and commercial firms to sell their goods
abroad was announced by British Publicity Talking Films, a

subsidiary company of Associated Sound-Film Industries, Lim-
ited, the one million pound producing combine, connected with
Kuchenmeister. Facilities will be put at the disposal of the

leading British industries and commercial firms to enable them
to make sound-films which can either form part of the regular

equipment of both their sales representatives and their expert
technicians or can be used for demonstration purposes in shops
and at exhibitions and trade fairs. Similar facilities are also

offered to business firms for the making of talking films in

English only for exhibition in this and other English-speaking
countries. (British trade press)

.
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A Practical 'Gadget'

WITHIN the past two or three years, as cameras have
grown heavier and heavier, and been encased in all

manner of booths, bungalows, etc., for sound photog-
raphy, the problem of properly supporting them on their tri-

pods has become increasingly acute. This is particularly true in

cases where the tripod has to be held down with turnbuckles,

and when ‘baby’ tripods are used. The small thumbscrews that

were formerly adequate to prevent the tripod-legs from tele-

scoping upon themselves are now entirely unequal to the strain.

It is impossible to tighten a small thumbscrew to a point where
it is absolutely certain to withstand the weight of the new,
heavy ‘blimp’ cameras, and the added pull of the turnbuckles.

Therefore, in my recent work I have found this a very prac-

tical method of ensuring the stability of a camera set-up. I

have the legs of my tripods drilled with small holes at the vari-

ous heights most frequently used, and after setting up, I slip

small, iron spikes into these holes, as shown in the illustration.

By attaching the spikes to the tripod with leather thongs, I can

be assured of having them always handy, and by their use, I

can be certain that my tripods will not slip in the middle of a

scene.

—Karl Struss, A. S. C.

France

^ ONFERENCES between Messrs. Delac and Ch. Mere on the

question of authors’ rights are practically finished. M.
Delac acted on behalf of the French Chambre Syndicale, and M.
Mere on behalf of the Authors’ Society. As already reported,

the authors demand a percentage on theatre rceipts. M. Delac
was not able to agree to this. In all likelihood a new authors’

society for French cinema industry alone will be created as a

result, with M. Delac as instigator. Apropos, a merger has
been achieved between the “Societe des Auteurs et Compositeurs
Dramatiques” and the “Societe des Auteurs de Films.’’ As a

result of this alliance, the former group is demanding a per-

centage on theatre takings. Incidentally, Charles Burguet, late

president of the latter society, has been appointed general agent

of the films department of the S. A. C. D.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual
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TRUEBALL TRIPOD HEADS

For follow-up shott
are known for their
smoothness of operation,
equal tension on all

movements and beinir un-
affected by temperature.

Model B
The Model B is for Bell

& Howell and Mitchell
Cameras and their re-

spective tripods. >

The handle is tele-
scopic and adjustable to
any angle.

The Model A is made
for Amateur motion pic-
ture cameras and also
fits the Standard Still

tripods.

Trueball tripod heads
are unexcelled for sim-
plicity, accuracy and
speed of operation.

Model A

The Hoefner four-inch
Iris and Sunshade com-
bination is also a supe-
rior product.

FRED HOEFNER
5319 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

GLadstone 0243 LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Eastman in Tennessee

T he first production unit in the Tennessee Eastman Cor-
poration’s new cellulose acetate plant at Kingsport, Tenn.,
has just been put into operation, according to an announce-

ment by the Eastman Kodak Company’s subsidiary concern.
Full-scale production will be reached by mid-summer.

Construction of the cellulose acetate plant began late in

.June. The manufacture of cellulose acetate, which is the basic
ingredient of safety film for home motion pictures and for safety
x-ray film, at present is carried on by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany at Kodak Park, its largest plant in Rochester, N. Y.,
using acetic acid and acetic anhydride produced by the Tennessee
Eastman Corporation. Shift of the manufacture of cellulose
acetate to Kingsport is expected to effect economies because the
necessary cotton, as well as the chemicals mentioned, is a product
of the South.

Fhe new cellulose acetate plant consists of a cotton prepa-
ration building, a cellulose acetate building, and an acid recovery
plant. A new power plant which went under construction
simultaneously with the cellulose acetate plant is already in
operation. It will supply steam not only to the new buildings
but also to the previously existing plant of the Tennessee East-
man Corporation, which manufactures acetic acid and acetic

anhydride in addition to methanol and other wood distillation
products. A very complete water purification and filtration
plant has also just been put into commission.

Tanar Recording Corporation, Ltd.

OFFICIAL announcement has just been made of the or-
ganizing of the Tanar Recording Corporation. Ltd.
This corporation will handle the making of the record-

ing equipment formerly made by the Reeltone Corporation,
having acquired license to use the Tanar lamp, according to Len
H. Roos, inventor.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual

An Adventure Story
Lived by Two Intrepid French Cinematographers

T here lives on one of the southern islands of the New
Hebrides’ archipelago a nation of kanakas divided into

two tribes, the Small-Nambas and the Big-Nambas (big

belts and little belts) , which has preserved a very curious cus-

tom: that of eating men! Medical men affirm, entirely with-

out desire to create adherents to such a theory, that the best

nourishment for the human animal is his own kind. This may
be true, for the Small-Nambas and the Big-Nambas—so called

because they wear for their sole costume a small or a large bark

belt—are superbly built.

Two Frenchmen, Andre-Paul Antoine and Robert Lugeon,
were sent two years ago, by a great Parisian newspaper to live

among these cannibals for the purpose of making an educational

film which should show us their lives and customs.

We have been able to interview Robert Lugeon, the cinema-

tographer of At Home With The Cannibals, who has been

back in France several months, and who is again preparing to

journey far from his homeland in pursuit of his cinematic

reporting.

“Andre-Paul Antoine and myself’’, he told us, “set out from
Marseilles at the end of September, 1927, on the City of Strass-

bourg. We carried three cameras, a small generator and lamps,

and so on. We travelled by way of Suez, Aden, Colombo.
Adelaide, Melbourne, and Sydney.

“A small French boat, the Dupleix, then took us to Noumea,
in New Caledonia, and then to Fort Vila, in the New Hebrides.

Then we bought a tiny coaster named the Nakato, which means
‘cocoanut-eating crab’

!

“A board this craft we had prowled for some time about the

cannibal’s island when, on February 8, 1928, a typhoon cast

us ashore on the coast of the little country. Very luckily, none
of the cameras had suffered any damage during the storm, so I

could shoot.

“The coast upon which we had raised our tents had been,

three years before, the scene of a most unfortunate occurrence:

an English planter named Bridges, and his two children, had
been eaten by the natives. For several days we searched in vain

for the inhabitants of the island: in this pursuit we traversed a

good deal of the country, and several deserted villages. But
where were the Small-Nambas and the Big-Nambas? Ignorant
as they were of our intentions, they had watched us. and fled

before our approach. It wasn’t hard for them to hide them-
selves from our gaze, for the underbrush on the island is so

thick that one can’t sec a man standing three yards away.
“One morning, a band of about fifteen kanakas, tomahawk

in hand, showed themselves to us. Led by one Mcltetali, a

chief of the tribe, they advanced toward our tents. Andre-
Paul Antoine walked toward them, rifle in hand: I was behind
him, my camera trained on the natives.

“Meltetali signed Andre-Paul Antoine to stop, and placed
his tomahawk on the ground. This indicated that he did not
want to attack us. Andre-Paul pointed his gun into the air,

and a long palaver in ‘bichelemar’—the lingua-franca of the

islands—ensued between the native chief and him. The natives

touched the canvas of our tents curiously, and appeared amazed
by the cold light cast by our electric lamps. But. after a mo-
ment, their astonishment would cease

—
‘It’s an invention of the

White Men,’ they would say.

“The palaver ended. Meltetali agreed to take us into his

tribe and promised us that we would have nothing to fear as

long as we dwelt with him. He kept his word; those savages
have a remarkable sense of honor. They have also many other
fine qualities, and particularly, they arc none of them thieves.

“A simple anecdote will prove this. One day, during the

six months’ visit we made with these cannibals, I placed, pur-
posely, a piece of money on a bench; then I hid in the brush,
and watched. A kanaka passed by, saw the piece of money,
picked it up, and put it on a branch of a tree which he blazed:

this was so that the owner of the coin might retrieve it.’’

“You recovered the coin after the kanaka left?” we asked
M. Lugeon.

“No; it is still there

!

“The organization of life among these cannibals is very
curious,’’ continued the cameraman. “It is the women who do
the greater part of the labor necessary to the life of the tribe

The men, they live in a community lodge, occupying themselves
with fishing and, especially, with making war.

“The end of our sojourn among the kanakas was hastened
by a feud between the two tribes. That of Meltetali was about
to burn a village of the enemy and to make two prisoners;
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these were to be eaten. Our presence was judged undesirable by
certain members of Meltetali’s tribe, the Bete Huls clan, exceed-

ingly drunk. Meltetali advised us to depart very quickly from
the village and even from the island: our hut was already in

flames

'

“The kanaka chief carried his loyalty as far as personally

accompanying us from the village to the coast, and offering us

an outrigger canoe. We rather sadly took leave of him. Andre-
Paul Antoine and I had made many real friends among these

savages.” —Louis Saurel, in Cinemonde, Paris.

A New Service for Amateurs

A LONG-FELT want of the amateur cinematographer bids

fair to be met by the Hollywood Camera Shop, which is

moving into new quarters at 1442 North Highland Ave.

At the head of the firm is Mr. W. F. Sullivan, a professional

cinematographer whose long connection with both the Eastman
Kodak Stores and the Bell Howell Camera Company
has given him an unusual knowledge and understanding of both

professional methods and the needs and problems of the ama-
teur. Mr. Sullivan was one of the cinematographers selected to

make the first practical tests on the original models of the East-

man Cine-Kodak, and his contact with 16 mm. cinematography

has never since been entirely broken.

Mr. Sullivan’s long experience with the great sales and manu-
facturing organizations catering to the amateur cinema trade has

impressed upon him the great need for a more personal after-

sales service than is possible where the business is conducted upon
quantity production and sales bases. Accordingly, he has estab-

lished himself in these new quarters in Hollywood, for the

express purpose of making available to all users of amateur
cinema equipment the interested, personal advice of an expert

cinematographer upon all questions relating to cinematic activity.

“Most purchasers of 1 6 mm. equipment,” says Mr. Sullivan,

“are forced, by the tremendous proportions to which the ama-
teur cinematographic trade his grown, to forgo the intimate,

personal instruction in the essentials of movie-making which
they so vitally need. They find themselves, instead, with the

most intricate mechanical devices they have probably ever been

called upon to operate, in their hands—without adequate prac-

tical instruction as to how to operate. The intentions of the

manufacturers and merchandisers are of the best, but they are

overwhelmed by the immense volume of their business.

“The amateur, however, undaunted does his best to explore

the new worlds opening before him, unaided. He manages to

get his camera loaded, and, thanks to the excellent design of

camera and film, it is a twenty-to-one shot that he will get a

passable picture. But, after he has seen what his more experi-

enced brethren are doing, he is unsatisfied with a merely ‘pass-

able’ picture—yet he has no place to go to seek the personal

service and instruction that will enable him to get better pictures.

“This is the service that the Hollywood Camera Shop is in

the business to give him. Not to take his money—but to give

him the benefit of the best knowledge that a professional cine-

matographer has at his disposal. Especially, we are equipped
to give practical demonstrations of the use and advantages of

amateur interior lighting equipment, for we have a miniature

studio at our establishment, and we invite all amateur cinema-
tographers interested in learning about interior lighting to come
and make use of our equipment and experience.”

The value of such a service as this cannot be exaggerated.

It is a great boon to the amateur cinematic movement, and as

such. The American Cinematographer wishes Mr. Sullivan and
his firm all success.

Berlin

*^HE Berlin Police Department is to make a practice, in future,

of publishing a register of dubious foreign firms so as to

warn German film exhibitors against entering into business deal-

ings likely to be unsatisfactory. The practice has been started

at the instigation of various Berlin firms who have had unhappy
experience in dealing with Balkan houses, who cannot be sued,

in the last event, owing to unsatisfactory legal arrangements.
It is expected that other companies trading internationally

—

English, French and American—will make use of this list.

Civic Repertory Theatre

A group of drama lovers has organized the Civic Repertory

Theatre in Hollywood, and plan to make this take rank

in the artistic life of Hollywood and Los Angeles along-

side The Hollywood Bowl, The Philharmonic Orchestra, The
Pilgrimage Play and similar activities.

Sponsors of the Civic Repertory Theatre do not consider

themselves in the light of owners of the project. They are its

stewards, who have assumed the responsibility for getting it

under way, for the benefit of the public-at-large. Committees
are being organized, representative of various elements of the

community, to oversee extending the civic aspects of this under-

taking. It has many potentialities for serving the people,

which will be developed, as soon as a dependable audience has

been organized.

That is the most important thing to be done right now

—

to organize a clientele which can be depended on to support the

plays that are given. Most theatre-goers today are “sharp-

shooters.” They shop for their amusements, wherefore they

tend to be a bit fickle. Their confidence must be won. They
must be convinced that to continue, the Civic Repertory Theatre

depends on each and every one of them. Their interest must
be won in the theatre over and above the immediate play.

All plays given by any group cannot hope to meet with

equal approval from all the people. But they should be will-

ing to attend an occasional drama which they do not like so

much. One reads many stories to find a really good one: and
we listen to much music at symphony concerts which we are

not particularly enthusiastic about. Tolerance is needed in the

aspiring theatre, as in all upward looking phases of life.

The Civic Repertory Theatre is not the enterprise of any
one individual. On the contrary, it is the effort of a group of

players and executives to foster the best in drama on a cooper-

ative basis. Operating expenses, such as rent, advertising, royal-

ties, production costs, utilities, stage workers, etc., are paid out

of the first money. If there is anything left thereafter, it is

divided among the cooperators up to the maximum of $100
a week, each. Any surplus thereafter goes into a sinking fund
for emergencies, future productions and extension work.

To date the receipts have hardly met operating expenses,

wherefore the cooperators have been working for the good of

the cause. But they are glad to do so, as long as it appears

that the public is taking an interest. Such a project as this is

naturally slow in getting under way. It represents something

so entirely new that people do not respond to it as quickly as

they might.

Americans have been so immersed in business that it is hard

for them to understand the artistic temperament, which is will-

ing to give of its best without an immediate return .looking to

the future for due compensation. In this light the Civic Reper-

tory Theatre is not a commercial project. It is not operated to

make money. All it seeks to take in is enough to cover ex-

penses and pay the cooperators a living wage. And in that it

is equally a non-profit activity.

H. Ellis Reed, who has been a pioneer in many public spirited

activities hereabouts, notably Hollywood Bowl and “The Pil-

grimage Play”, is chairman of the executive committee of the

cooperators of the Civic Repertory Theatre. Associated with
him in the management are Paul Irving, John R. Moss and
H. O. Stechan. The cooperating artists include Elise Bartlett,

Boyd Irwin, Mabel Gibson. Olaf Hytten. Marion Clayton, Eric

Snowdon and Kenneth Duncan. They form the nucleus of the

group of repertory players to be developed, from which most
casts will be made up. From time to time, however, guest

artists will be invited to participate.

During the current season, eight productions will be made.
The first one was “And So To Bed,” by James B. Fagan, which
was generally acclaimed by reason of its fine flavor. “A Bill

of Divorcement,” Clemence Dane’s powerful drama of modern
marriage, is the second offering, now on. Next comes “The
Romantic Young Lady,” by Martinez Sierra, the foremost liv-

ing dramatist of Spain. It is .a particularly happy selection for

Southern California, with its rich Spanish heritage. Later in

the season Ibsen’s “An Enemy of the People,” and “The Mob”
by John Galsworthy, are to be given. One original piece will

also be done. That leaves two as yet undecided: but they will

be announced in the near future. —H. H.

Watch for the Cinematograp-hic Annual Watch for the Cinematographic Annual
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GOCPZ
CINE LENSES

Goerz Cine Lenses are being used all over the
World because they are of

Superior Quality
We manufacture in our New York factory the

Kino—Hypar F. 2.7 and F. 2
in focal lengths from 1-inch to 4-inch

We also have an imported, superspeed series

Cinegor F. 2 and F. 2.5
in focal lengths from 1 -inch to 4-inch

and the telephoto series

Telestar F. 4«5
in focal lengths from 4^ -inch to 13H inch

for long distance shots and close-ups

We make all kinds of trick devices, precision
focusing mounts, focusing microscopes and special
camera fittings.

We undertake the development of your own
ideas along optical lines. Write us. A new cata-
logue, listing the complete line of Goerz Lenses and
accessories, will be mailed on request.

G.P.Goerz American Optical Co.
317 E. 34th St. New York, N. Y.

AMATEURS
Keep Step with the Professionals by Reading The
Technical Cinematic Magazine of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry.

THE AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
Published in Hollywood by the American Society
of Cinematographers, the leading professional cam-

eramen of the world.

You cannot afford to be without it.

For Amateurs—Service department, special tech-
nical articles by the world’s greatest authorities on

cinematographic science.

[Fill in and Mail Today]

Silencing Devices Analyzed
(Continued from Page 13

)

silent shots, of course, require no sound insulation. The follow-
ing table is a partial summary of the data collected. It will in-
dicate the wide variation in efficiency of silencing devices now
being applied in cameras.

Column 1 is a brief description of the nature of the silencing
equipment.

Column 2 shows how much louder or softer the noise of the
camera enclosed in its protecting device than average whispering.

The plus sign indicates that the noise as shown in the table
is louder than normal whispering, whereas the minus sign indi-
cates that it is weaker than whispering. The zero value indi-
cates that it is the same value on the average as whispering.
Column 5 Tripod

Standard wood (W)
Special (Z)

Table of Sound Insulation of Various Types of Camera
Silencing Devices

1

Rigid Composition blimp set on table

2 3 4 5

(Flexible cable inside blimpl + 8 19 — 1

1

Z
Blanket hood and blankets over tripod + 11 12 — 1 W
Special capok blimp; no blankets + 13 15 — 2 w
One piece cast aluminum bungalow + 15 19 — 4 z
Rigid composition blimp _ + 15 15 0 z
Papier mache blimp + 15 18 — 3 z
Rigid composition blimp + 13 14 — 1 w
Rigid composition blimp -f-20 12 + 8 w
Rigid composition blimp + 6 10 — 4 w
Semi-rigid multilayer bag
Heavy blanket thrown over camera (open

+ 6 11 — 5 w
at both front and back + 5 2 — 3 w

Old bag: Light, blanket around tripod + 10 9 + 1 w
New bag: Heavy, blanket around tripod + 10 10 0 w
Special bag: Heavy + 10 14 — 4 w
Metal bungalow
Semi-rigid zipper blimp: blankets around

+ 11 17 — 6 z

tripod + 9 11 — 2 z
Rigid composition blimp + 20 15 + 5 w

The data indicated that some of the studios, while having
less effective sound insulating equipment, had taken greater pains
in the maintenance and care of their cameras and drive mecha-
nisms, so that the low volume of sound is due to the camera
and drive making less noise to start with.

Society Of Motion Picture Engineers
To Meet In Washington, May 5-8

T he Society of Motion Picture Engineers will hold its

Spring convention at the Wardman Park Hotel, Wash-
ington D. C., May 5-8, according to the announcement

of the Board of Governors.
The various committees of the Society are already at work

preparing a well rounded program of papers and entertainment
for the convention, and it is expected that this convention will

be the most constructive and valuable yet held by the Society.
“While it is quite likely that details of sound picture pro-

duction will receive a large share of treatment,” reports J. W.
Coffman, chairman of Papers Committee, “the Society recog-
nizes the fact that the industry is now well stabilized in sound
picture production and that the sound picture is the standard
picture today. The sound technician is now regarded as an
integral part of the industry rather than an outsider.”

American Cinematographer,

1222 Guaranty Building,

Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen : Please find enclosed three dollars
($4.00 for foreign rate) for one year’s subscription
to the American Cinematographer, to begin

with the issue of 1930.

Name

Address

Town State

Noted Educator Makes Sound Movie

A TALKING moving picture of President Frank Cody of the

Department of Superintendence of the National Education
Association was an interesting feature of the convention of that
body held at Atlantic City, February 22-27. The talkie was
presented by the Project-O-Phone, the new portable equipment
for the presentation of sound movies now being placed on the

market by the Bell U Howell Company.
The Cody sound movie was made in Detroit, where Mr. Cody

is superintendent of schools, by the Wilding Picture Productions,
Inc., of that city. The Project-O-Phone uses 16 mm. film

exclusively.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual
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France

CONFERENCES between Messrs. Delac and Ch. Mere on the
question of authors’ rights are practically finished. M.

Delac acted on behalf of the French Chambre Syndicate, and M.
Mere on behalf of the Authors’ Society. As already reported,
the authors demand a percentage on theatre receipts. M. Delac
was not able to agree to this. In all likelihood a new authors’
society for French cinema industry alone will be created as a
result, with M. Delac as instigator. Apropos, a merger has
been achieved between the “Societe des Auteurs et Compositeurs
Dramatiques’’ and the “Societe des Auteurs de Films.’’ As a
result of this alliance, the former group is demanding a per-
centage on theatre takings. Incidentally, Charles Burguet, late
president of the latter society, has been appointed general agent
of the films department of the S. A. C. D.

665 North Robertson Blvd.
WEST HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual

Some Folka Read
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Some Folks Read

TACT
THE LA TTER READ

H€LLy>VCCI)
the authentic motion picture magazine de-
voted to the interests of the cinema fans—written, edited and published where the
films are made.

On sale at all newsstands the 1 5th of every month
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Mitchell and Bell ^ Howell Cameras

J. R. Loc1{Ufood
Camera rentals and sales

All Mitchell cameras supplied with two 1000 ft. magazines if

desired at tegular camera rental

1108 Lillian Way
Hollywood, California

Phone
GRanite 3177

Cable Address
‘Lockcamera” Hollywood

Watch for the Cinematographic Annual
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rates: Four cents a word. Minimum charge, one dollar

per insertion.
ELMER G. DYER

AKELEY SPECIALIST

Aerial Photography Since 1918
Phone HE. 8116

WALTER J. VAN ROSSEM
Photographic Laboratory

and
Camera Rental Service

6049 Hollywood Boulevard Phone Hollywood 0726
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

Phone GL. 7507 Hours 9 to 5

Also by Appointment

Dr. G. Floyd Jackman
DENTIST

706 Hollywood First National Building

Hollywood Blvd. at Highland Ave.

HARRY PERRY, A.S.C.

Available for

SOUND-CINEMATOGRAPHY

FINEST SOUND EQUIPMENT

Oxford 1908 HEmpstead 1128

HARVEY Wm. PRIESTER
Insurance Experting

CAMERA INSURANCE A SPECIALTY
510 Guaranty Building

6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California
Tel: GLadstone 4811

MITCHELL CAMERA
FOR RENT OR SALE

Speed Movement—Fully Equipped— 5 Matched Pan

Tachar f.2.3 Lenses—4-3-2-40 and 35—two 1,000-

ft. and four 400-ft. Magazines—Friction Head for Pan-

ning—Gear Box for Different Speeds—Baby Tripod and

High Hat—Cases for all with Yale locks.

Glenn R. Kershner
c/o A. S. C.

WANTED—Early films of Aviation flights and events,

negative or positive: any lengths over 30 ft. The older

the better, such as: First air meets: Beachey, Curtiss,

Hoxey, old war planes, record flights prior to 1925. Pay
Cash. For private use. What have you? Phone or write
Zeno— 145 N. Broadway, Los Angeles. MUtual 4174.

WANTED—MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
WANTED For cash. Bell 0 Howell, Mitchell, Akeley Standard cameras and

equipment. Write with full particulars and lowest price. Movie Camera
Co., Lamington Road. Bombay 4. India.

WANTED—For cash, DeBrie, Pathe, Bell « Howell Standard cameras. Send
full description. Bass Camera Company, 179 West Madison Street, Chicago.

WANTED Mitchell or Bell (d Howell cameras, lenses and equipment. Write
giving complete inventory and price. J. R. Lockwood, 1108 N. Lillian
Way, Hollywood.

WANTED Used Eyemo Camera, Standard Equipment. State condition,
price and terms. 3 5 mm. Rewind and Splicer also wanted. Frank
Warren, 1534 Magazine Street, Honolulu, Hawaii.

FOR SALE—CAMERAS
FOR SALE—2 complete Mitchell High Speed Outfits. $3 5 00.00 each. Special

price for purchaser of both. Write or phone Editor of CINEMATOGRAPHER.

for sale—

B

ell 8 Howell camera with complete equipment. $950.00. J. R.
Lockwood, 1108 N. Lillian Way, Hollywood, GRanite 3177.

FOR SALE OR RENT—First Class Akeley Outfit complete. Phone GR-4274,
or write Dan B. Clark. A. S. C. office.

FOR SALE Bell 8 Howell Camera, 170 degree: three Lenses F 2 5, Iris.
Mitchell tripod, four magazines, steel cases. Park J. Ries. 1540 N.
Cahuenga Ave., GRanite 1185.

for SALE—Thalhammer Iris, 40mm, 50mm. 75mm F 3.5. Lenses in B. 8 H.
mounts. Park J. Ries. 1540 N. Cahuenga Ave., GRanite 1185.

FOR SALE—One 5x7 Press Graflex Camera, with 8%-inch F4.5. Zeiss Tessar
lens: one 5x7 cut film magazine: one roll holder: one focusing back: and
sole leather carrying case. Price, $95.00. All in new condition. Fred A.
Parrish, 25 26 West Colorado Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo.

FOR SALE—Bell 8 Howell camera complete. Also Bell 8 Howell trunk. Baby
tripod and Mitchell tripod. 40 m.m., 5 0 m.m. and 7 5 m.m. Astro lenses;
Carl Zeiss 5 0 m.m. Mitchell Finder. Five Bell 8 Howell magazines;
carrying cases for all, and miscellaneous equipment. Phone GL-7 23 8 or
GR-4274.

for SALE—Akeley Camera, 2, 6, 12 inch lenses and finders to match, four
magazines, carrying cases, Mitchell quick-release legs. Camera has been
overhauled and is in good mechanical condition. Price $700.00. E. G.
Dyer, A. S. C., or 951 No. Spaulding Ave., Hollywood, California.

FOR SALE OR RENT—Complete Mitchell Camera, latest equipment. Rea-
sonable. Harry Perry. Phone OX. 1908 or GR. 4274.

FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE—Two slightly used Mitchell Matt boxes at $4U.00 per set. Call

Chas. Glouner at Universal Studios. HEmpstead 3 13 1.

FOR RENT—CAMERAS
FOR RENT—2654 Longwood Ave., 1 Bell 8 Howell completely equipped for

Sound. Phone Empire 0224.

FOR RENT—Two Bell 8 Howell cameras. Mitchell tripods, large finders, all

F/2.3 lenses, 1000 ft. magazines for B. 8 H. Also Cinemotor and friction
head for Akeley work. Frank Corner, 6273 Selma Ave.. HOlly 5046.

FOR RENT—Two Mitchell Speed Cameras, with Astro Lenses: extra Mitchell
magazines. Mitch-ll high speed gear box and cable. Call Pliny Horne
1318 N. Stanley Ave. HOllywood 7682 or WEstmore 1271.

FOR RENT—Eight Bell 8 Howell cameras, fast lenses, large finders, Mitchell
tripods. Park J. Ries. 15 40 N. Cahuenga Ave. GR-1185.

FOR RENT—Akeley camera outfit. Mitchell tripod. 6 magazines, equipped up
to 6 inch lenses. Park J. Ries, 1540 N. Cahuenga Ave. GRanite 1185.

rOR RENT—Two Bell 8 Howell Cameras, equipped with Speed movements for
slow motion or sound work, fast lenses, large finders Mitchell tripods.
1000 ft. magazines. Park J. Ries, 1540 N. Cahuenga Ave. GRanite 1185.

FOR RENT—3 Mitchell speed cameras equipped for sound work. All Mitchell
cameras supplied with two 1000 ft. magazines if desired at regular camera
rental rates. J. R. Lockwood. 1108 N. Lillian Way. GRanite 3177.

FOR RENT—Mitchell Speed Camera, equipped for Sound. Phone Don B. Keyes,
HE-1841.

FOR RENT—MISCELLANEOUS

FOR RENT—Two Bell 8 Howell Cinemotors, with counters and batteries.

Park J. Ries, 1540 N. Cahuenga Ave. GR-1185.

FOR RENT—Mitchell Gear Box with crank and shaft. Mitchell Motor: 1000
ft. magazines. Phone Donald B. Keyes, HE-1841.

FOR RENT—Mitchell friction tilthead with Bell 8 Howell adapter. J. R. Lock-
wood. 1108 N. Lillian Way. GRanite 3177.

MOTION PICTURES MADE TO ORDER
Motion Pictures made to order. Advertising. Industrial, Publicity, Sales

Promotion and Educational films. Movie Titles at lowest prices

Lorenz Film Productions. Dept. ACl, Madison, Indiana.
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RECOGNIZED as the Industry’s

REEERENCE BOOK

T/ie Film Year Book is given

FREE
to all yearly subscribers to

The FIL3I DAILY

Send Your Subscription NOW

Here are a few of the High

Spots in the Informative

and Complete

1930
Film Year Book

1. The Ten Best Pictures of 1929.
2. A complete list of Sound Houses in the

U. S. A.
3. A Showman’s Manual full of exploita-

tion hints.

4. The Foreign Situation thoroughly sur-
veyed.

5. A complete list of Theater Chains.
6. The famous Judge Thacher decisions.
7. What motion picture stocks did during

1929.
8. The complete personnel of all studios.
9. A Technical Text Book covering the

industry.
10. The sound situation comprehensively

covered.
11. The use of Color and Wide-Film.
12. Complete and accurate production charts.
13. The work of Directors, Stars, Writers,

etc.

14. Views of leaders of the Industry.
15. A complete buying and accessory guide.
16. Activities of all prominent organizations.
17. Personnel of all industry organizations.
18. Financial statements of all companies.
19. Short Subjects and Players and Directors.
20. Activities of Hays organization.
21. Comprehensive lists of all exchanges.
22. Activities of Academy of M. P. A. & S.
23. Covering of all home office personnel.
24. Re-Equipment section by John Eberson.

and hundreds of other vitally

interesting facts.

Date

THE FILM DAILY,
1650 B’way, N. Y. C.

Gentlemen:

Herewith my check for $10.00 Please
start my yearly subscription to The Film
Daily Service immediately.

Name

Theatre

Street

City State
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CompleteRoster at Date of Publication

OFFICERS
John F. Seitz - -

Victor Milner - -

Arthur Miller -

Charles G. Clarke
John Arnold - -

Ned Van Buren -

President

First Vice-President

Second Vice-President

Third Vice-President

Treasurer

Secretary

John Arnold

John W. Boyle

Daniel B. Clark

Chas. G. Clarke

Ross Fisher

Philip E. Rosen

Homer Scott

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Alfred Gilks

Fred Jackman

Victor Milner

Hal Mohr
Arthur Miller

PAST PRESIDENTS

Fred W. Jackman

James Van Trees

John W. Boyle

Arthur Webb, General Counsel

Harry Perry

Sol Polito

John F. Seitz

Ned Van Buren

Dliver Marsh

Gaetano Gaudio

Daniel B. Clark

HONORARY MEMBERS
Thomas A. Edison, Orange, N. J. George Eastman, Rochester, N. Y.

Albert S. Howell, Chicago

Allen. Paul H.

—

Angnst, Joe—Fox.
Abel. David—Pathe.
Arnold, John—M-G-M.
Archer, Fred

—

Boyle, John W.—Mack
Sennett.

Brown, Jas. S.. Jr.—Cal.
Stndio.

Benoit, Georges—Paris.

Binger, R. O.—M-G-M.
Bell, Chas. E.—Ray-Bell Films,

St. Paul.
Bander, Steve L.—M-G-M.
Borradaile, O. H.—Paramount.

Carter, Claude C.—Australia.
Clark, Daniel B.—Fox.
Corner, Frank M.

—

Clarke. Chas. G.—Fox.
Cowling. H. T.—Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Chaney, George—United Artists.

Davis, Chas. J.—Fox Movietone.
DeVinna, Clyde—M-G-M.
Dored, John—Paramount News.

Paris, France.
Dubray, Jos. A.—Bell 8

Howell. Chicago.
Dupar, E. B.—Warners' Vita-

phone.
Dupont. Max—Vitacolor.
DeVol, Norman—R-K-O.
Dyer. Elmer G.—Free lance.

Dyer. Edwin L.—M. P. A.
Studios. New Orleans

Edeson, Arthur—Fox

Folsey, Geo. J., Jr.—New York.
Fabian. Max—M-G-M.

Fisher. Ross G.—Multicolor.
Fildew, William

—

Flora, Rolla—Fox.
Fetters. C. Curtis—Fox.

Gilks, Alfred—Technicolor.
Gray, King D.—Thunder Bay

Film, Ltd.
Gnissart, Rene Elstree Studios,

England.
Good, Frank B.—Warner Bros.
Gaudio, Gaetano—Warner Bros.
Greene, A1 M.—Tec-Art.
Greenhalgh, Jack—F-B-O.

Hallenberger, Harry
Paramount.

Hilburn, Percy—M-G-M.
Hyer, Wm. C.—Educational.
Horne, Pliny

—

Haller, Ernest—First National.

Harten, Chas.—New York.
Herbert, Chas. W.—Fox Movie-

tone. New York.

Jackman. Dr. Floyd. 1st Nat.
Bank Bldg., Hollywood.

Jackman, Fred—Technical
Director, Warner Bros.

June, Ray—United Artists.

Kershner, Glen—First National.
Koenckamp, H. F.—Warner

Bros.

Kurrle, Robt. E.—Tec-Art.
Keyes, Donald B.—United

Artists.

Lundin, Walter—Harold Lloyd,
Metropolitan.

Lockwood. J. R.

—

Lang, Chas. B.—Paramount.
Banning, Reggie—M-G-M.

Lindon, Curly—Paramount.

Marsh. Oliver—M-G-M.
Miller, Arthur—Pathe.
Mohr, Hal—Universal.
McDonelL Claude—London.

England.
MacWilliams, Glen—Fox.
Morgan, Ira H.—M-G-M.
Milner, Victor—Paramount.
Marta, Jack A.—Fox.

Nogle, George G.—M-G-M.

O’Connell, L. Wm.—Fox.

Parrish, Fred—Colorado
Springs, Colo.

Pahle, Ted—Pathe, New York.
Palmer. Ernest—Fox.
Powers, Len

—

Perry, Paul P.—United Artists.

Perry. Harry—Caddo Prod.
Polito, Sol—First National.
Pomeroy, Roy

—

Roos, Len H.—Len H. Roos
Laboratories, Hollywood.

Rose. Jackson J.

—

James Cruze Prod.
Rosher, Chas.—Elstree Studios,

England.
Ries, Park J.

—

Ritchie, Eugene Robt.—Lasky.
Rees, Wm. A.—Warner Bros.

Vitaphone.

Schoenbaum, Chas.—Techni-
color.

Stengler, Mack—F. B. O.
Stevens, George—Hal Roach.
Struss, Karl—United Artists.

Stumar, John—Universal.

Stumar, Chas.^—Universal Pic-
tures, Ufa Studios. Berlin

—

Neubabelsberg, Germany.
Siilzenich, Harold—Bombay.
Sharp, Henry—United Artists,

Doug. Fairbanks.
Schneiderman, Geo.—Fox

Movietone.
Scott. Homer A.

—

Seitz, John F.—First National.
Snyder, Edward J.—Metro-

politan.

Shearer. Douglas G.—M-G-M.
Stull, Wm.

—

Smith, Jack.
Smith. Jean C.

—

Tolhurst, Louis H.—M-G-M.
Tappenbeck, Hatto—Fox.

Van Trees. James

—

Van Enger, Chas. J.—Fox.
Van Buren. Ned—Eastman

Kodak Co., Hollywood.
Van Rossem, Walter J.

—

Wagner, Sidney C.—Fox.
Walker, Joseph—Columbia.
Walker, Vernon L.—Warner

Bros.
Wrigley, Dewey—Metropolitan.
WyckofiF, Alvin—United Artists.

Wenstrom, Harold

—

Whitman, Phil H.

—

Wilky, L. Guy

—

Warrenton, Gilbert—Universal.
Williams, Frank D.

—

Westerberg, Fred—United
Artists.

Young. Jack R.—M-G-M.
Zucker, Frank C.—Photophone.
New York.



Here is Real

DUPLICATING
EFFICIENCY

Widespread use has proved

that Eastman Duplieating Films

(Negative and Positive), while

other similar combination, give

definitely better resnlts in master

positivesand duplicate negatives.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York Chicago Hollywood

V



Wide Film ISlpw a Reality

Although wide film has been dis-

. cussed for many months it has just

recently been offered to the public and

has been enthusiastically received. GRAN-
DEUR 70 MM. pictures now being exhibited

were taken by MITCHELL-GRANDEUR
CAMERAS. These cameras are MITCHELL
. . . designed, and built with the care and

precision that has made MITCHELL CAM-
ERAS the leader.

We are in a position to make prompt
deliveries of 70 MM cameras and accessories.

^JMitchell Camera Corporation

665 N. Robertson Blvd. West Hollywood, Calif.

Cable address ^"'MITCAMCO" Phone OXford 1051


